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It’s strangely balmy for November. I feel the heat and pluck a noxious red soda apple off of its
brown and thorny stem. Many people here are bent on keeping “unwanteds” out, but these weeds
grow ferally. They go without direction, and you can’t restrain them with a rusty, old “no photo”
sign. The way that the names of these private Newport dwellings – titles like Seacliff, Sunnylea,
Lindenhurst, and Laurelsdale – are all but indiscernible from those given to the houses that have
been turned into museums – i.e. Rosecliff, The Breakers, Stoneacre, The Elms, and Marble
House – speaks to an ongoing battle between privacy and subtle semi-publicity. Every house
along Newport’s storied Bellevue Avenue that isn’t marked off by a Newport Preservation
Society sign sports its own version of a “Private Residence” announcement, usually situated just
below a gilded address plate. The Cliff Walk, a 3.5-mile-long route that winds along the outskirts
of the town’s illustrious coastline, is a metaphor for Newport’s particular emphasis on privacy.
The small craggy path, the “walk,” as it were, is the only strip of ground open to the public; the
rocky beaches and lawns that enclose the path on either side are privately owned, meaning that
visitors are forced to walk along a thin stretch of “public nature” that has been cut out of the
town’s property lines.
After enjoying my $24 trip to The Breakers, I duck out onto the lawn and begin my
journey down the coast to Land’s End. As I pass the white pine saplings and many dandelions
shooting their joyful way up through the faces of rock that line the path, I think about the way
that Edith Wharton introduced herself to design while doing her best to make Newport home.1
Representations of luxury hinged so distinctly on conscripting “nature” in the eastern U.S. during
the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries that the immense spectrum of artifice, to
1 According to Sarah Bird Wright in Edith Wharton A to Z (1998), “Edith Wharton spent several months a year in
Newport, Rhode Island for over half her life, from the time she was a small child during the 1860s until...1902”
(Wright 183).
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manicured, to semi-manicured, to wild nature exemplified by the swift gradations of Newport’s
elite coastline feels endemic this place. It’s off-kilter to witness while scaling the cliffs.
Landscaping is still a major theme here. That hasn’t changed. I walk by no less than five
different ground crews working on the lawns of the mansions that line the Atlantic. There are
also many new homes being built, with unfinished terraces and trees tilted up against
moon-colored porta-potties, their root balls held in giant burlap sacks.
The sky begins to spit rain. I grab some honeysuckle and press it to my lips while
rounding off my path to begin down a road that ends right at the cliffside. I’m walking away
from the water, and Land’s End, where Wharton lived for ten years,2 is the closest house on my
right. I wonder if she would approve of the hokey Halloween decorations that are sitting in the
lawn, nine days past due, or the way that the current owners trim their hedges. She would have
loved the cars in the driveway; she probably would have called them “motors.” One thing is for
certain. Wharton definitely would have taken offense at the scraggly college senior peering
across her front lawn with a weed from the Cliff Walk’s buffer zone wedged into his sock to
bring home and study. I walk back down Bellevue Avenue toward the red brick nursing home
where I parked my parent’s car. On the way, I notice that there are only two kinds of vehicles in
Newport: pleasure-rides and work trucks. Every Tesla is followed by an old Ford F-150 with a
truck bed full of wires, tools, and prunings. It’s a town for the rich and their gardeners, and that’s
pretty much it.
Branded neon shirts in rusty buckets blend with fleece pullovers belted into sleek
machines. I wave to an old woman walking her dog in Rovensky Park. It looks exactly like one
2 Wharton owned Land’s End and lived in the dwelling on and off from 1893 through 1903. Wright writes: “In 1893
Wharton used a legacy from a cousin to purchase Land’s End, at the easternmost tip of Rhode Island, for
$80,000...Land’s End was sold in 1903 to Eleanor Beeckman, wife of Robert Livingston Beeckman, for $122,500”
(Wright 183-184). In 2020, the house was sold once more. However, this time, it went for $8.6 million.
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of Edith Wharton’s favorite long-haired chihuahuas, Miza. I’ve never felt so connected to a place
where I feel unwelcome. She waves back and smiles. We don’t mind the rain.
For Wharton, these surroundings represented a place where those in high society could
find the “magic” of a garden retreat, the shaded intimacy of a conservatory, the genteel spectacle
of a midsummer's lawn party. So, I start to think. How does the way that those in the upper class
of Wharton’s day viewed nature contribute to escapist thinking within socially ordained “natural”
spaces? How were these spaces viewed as oases, places where the usual rules were substituted
for more flexible doctrines, where, for a moment, one’s inhibitions could be swapped for an
active imagination? My own imagination goes to work on the brick sidewalk, speculating about
what it looked like back when Wharton lived in Newport. I see Society matrons and their
husbands clacking up and down these paths in high heels and shiny leather shoes. I see summer
dresses of all colors and pink parasols wielded by gloved hands. Could the ever-watchful eyes of
this society ever really be evaded? And, when it came down to it, was anything actually
un-constructed in the purview of these privileged few?
I would like to situate Edith Wharton’s guiding idea of “garden-magic” at the center of
my thesis because Wharton’s fiction shows how a garden space could naturalize otherwise
inadmissible behaviors within upper-class society while helping a character tie such behavior to a
greater possibility for escape. To this end, Wharton situates gardens as idealized touchstones
within the built environment of New York City, spaces where characters believe they can reach
self-actualization within a version of nature that is man-made. Actualization, in this sense, stems
from a character’s imaginative escape that is enabled by a perception of the garden as a kind of
natural oasis within the city. The way that this construction overlaps with a greater cultural
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acceptance of the garden as a “magic” – or, rather, norm-altering – space allows Wharton to
evoke a unique perspective of turn-of-the-century nature.
Viewing Nature in Wharton’s America
“Nature” can be viewed from virtually anywhere in an Edith Wharton text, as long as a character
spends enough energy on its creation in her own mind. By this I mean that, in Wharton’s fiction,
nature is in the eye of the beholder. In “Mrs. Manstey’s View” (1891), this paradigm is
exemplified by the fact that, as part of her justification for Mrs. Manstey’s love of the view from
her back window, Wharton’s objective narrator describes it as one “which the most optimistic
eye would at first have failed to discover anything admirable” (Wharton 1). Wharton makes it
very clear that Mrs. Manstey is able to find her beloved version of nature amidst “the yards
beyond…[that] were in a state of chronic untidiness and fluttering, on certain days of the week,
with miscellaneous garments…” (Wharton 2) because she projects her lifelong fantasy of bucolic
escape onto the closest alternative that she is able to encounter in her daily life.
Wharton also shows how people often rely on nature to meet a series of perceived needs,
as it is able to serve any number of ends for her characters whose imaginations seem to be one of
the sole limiting factors in their widely varying conceptions of natural spaces and their functions.
Thus, the potential for escape into an idyllic natural setting is only limited by a character’s
capacity to project their desires onto their surroundings. However, the speed with which these
surroundings can change – be it through regular growth and decay or, more often, the
interference of the City – makes these garden fantasies uniquely precarious. For, the more
emotional energy a Wharton character pours into a natural space, the more devastating it will be
when its owners inevitably change it or take it away. This trend occurs as consistently as it does
because Wharton’s female protagonists are most often onlookers and/or participants in a version
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of nature in the city that is controlled by someone else. Therefore, the destabilization of their
visions of garden escape becomes a major point of tension and subsequent plot development.
Such a series of events is apparent in “Mrs. Manstey’s View,” the first story that Wharton
ever published, whose narrative is driven by a sick and aging woman looking out upon the scant
vegetation of her neighbors’s yards from a boarding house window. Even in this earliest of
stages, Wharton develops many of the natural themes that would inspire her for the rest of her
career, including the idea of unrealized artistic possibilities latent in her thwarted female
protagonist and a main character’s alarming lack of control over the nature that they prize most
in their lives. Indeed, from “Mrs. Manstey’s View” to The House of Mirth (1905) and beyond,
Wharton presents us with characters who place their hope in a version of nature owned by
someone else, a version of nature that will eventually be pulled out from under them for this very
reason. In “Mrs. Manstey’s View,” this plotline shows up in the form of Mrs. Black, a
neighboring boarding house owner who is building an addition onto the back of her
establishment that will block Mrs. Manstey’s view of her beloved version of nature.
The most universal element of Wharton’s story in the scope of this study is the act of
viewing nature, as Mrs. Manstey’s ritual of looking out upon the unmanicured growth of
bedraggled lawns outside her window begs investigation of a Wharton character’s motivation for
viewing nature and how that inclination contrasted with the way many of Wharton’s
contemporaries were choosing to view the natural world around the turn of the century. In each
of the following examples, the principal actor assigns his or her own unique perspective to
viewing nature, imbuing their viewership with a social or cultural purpose that is, then, projected
onto the version of nature that they decide to see.
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Wharton’s description of Mrs. Manstey as a thwarted woman with latent artistic potential
signifies her woman-in-nature archetype by linking nature to escapist fantasy, establishing the
way a character interacts with their natural world as a lens through which such fantasies can be
seen but never realized. Just like the tragic character of Lily Bart in The House of Mirth, whom
Wharton describes as having a “vivid plastic sense” (Wharton 133), Mrs. Manstey “perhaps at
heart...was an artist” (Wharton 3). Such a link between these two seemingly estranged characters
uncovers Wharton’s interest in the idea of a woman artist projecting her unrealized passions onto
a natural space that she doesn’t actually own. In Mrs. Manstey’s case, there is the simple
opponent of Mrs. Black and her addition, whereas Lily faces the much more complicated
gauntlet of the high society marriage market combined with patriarchal dominion at large.
However, in both cases, the thwarted woman artist attempts to draw contentment from the act of
projecting her own personal fantasy upon a version of nature that is in the process of being
pulled out from under her. For Mrs. Manstey, this plot device is realized when the story’s
narrator describes her most pleasurable moments looking out at her view:
...in Mrs. Manstey’s more meditative moods it was the narrowing perspective of far-off
yards which pleased her best. She loved, at twilight, when the distant brownstone spire
seemed melting in the fluid yellow of the west, to lose herself in the vague memories of a
trip to Europe, made years ago, and now reduced in her mind’s eye to a pale
phantasmagoria of indistinct steeples and dreamy skies. (Wharton 3)
Mrs. Manstey’s fantasies of escape from her unfortunate situation in old age are made clear in
Wharton’s description of the “pale phantasmagoria” of her European memories. Such
imaginative fantasy is what keeps Mrs. Manstey alive, in the presence of her personified “real
friends...the denizens of the yards, the hyacinths, the magnolia…” (Wharton 3). The true key to
the way that Mrs. Manstey views her version of nature, however, is her ability to appreciate the
beauty in it despite its unruly pattern of growth and explicitly unkempt state. She is able to see
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the “dreamy skies” that represent “vague memories” of happier times even in “a fence [that]
foamed over every May [with] lilac waves of wisteria” and “the breath of a neglected syringa,
which persisted in growing in spite of the countless obstacles opposed to its welfare” (Wharton
2). In contrast to Wharton’s upper-class characters, Mrs. Manstey endorses a perspective of
neutral appreciation when it comes to viewing nature. By this I mean that she seems to
appreciate nature for nature’s sake, drawing much personal joy from viewing the magnolia
flowers and hyacinths without connecting them to a greater social or cultural purpose. Due to her
limited mobility and means, Mrs. Manstey has trained herself to embrace scraggly blooms in the
dingy backyards of her neighbors as the peak of her world’s nature.
Mrs. Manstey’s trained process of viewership, then, effectively cleaves her only sense of
joy in life to a version of nature that she does not own. She projects the majority of her energies
upon the vestiges of what she perceives to be “natural” around her, creating a fatal bond between
her own gout-ridden existence and that of the “ivy and a succession of unwholesome-looking
bulbs” (Wharton 1-2) and the “magnolia...lilac waves of wisteria...horse chestnut...blossoms
...[and] syringa” (Wharton 2) that grow within her limited field of vision. Mrs. Manstey rarely
leaves her apartment on account of her stiffening joints, making her beloved view all the more
integral to her existence. This version of nature that stems from the backyards of a series of
squalid boarding houses in a run-down area of New York City is as close as Mrs. Manstey will
ever get to her dream of living in the countryside that she had when she was younger. The
thwarted memories of this dream live on in Mrs. Manstey’s projection of her vision of nature
onto the view from her window, making it the most natural setting in the world, as long as the
narrative is situated within her consciousness. This idea that any given definition of “nature” in a
landscape is determined by the unique background of the viewer is indicated by the following
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passage, in which Wharton’s narrative voice explains Mrs. Manstey’s intimate attachment to her
own singular version:
For many years she had cherished a desire to live in the country, to have a henhouse and a
garden; but this longing had faded with age, leaving only in the breast of the
uncommunicative old woman a vague tenderness for plants and animals. It was, perhaps,
this tenderness that made her cling so fervently to her view from her window, a view in
which the most optimistic eye would at first have failed to discover anything admirable.
(Wharton 1)
From this description of the way that Mrs. Manstey’s past “desire to live in the country”
influences her current view of nature, we can see that she “clings so fervently to her view from
her window” because it is the only way that she can invoke the “vague tenderness for plants and
animals” that she is left with from her youth. Mrs. Manstey’s “longing” for this dream has long
since “faded with age,” leaving her alone in a dingy boarding house apartment. Her body is
broken down, and she can barely move. Thus, her perpetual dream of escape is a direct
consequence of the immense toll that the city has taken upon her.
Wharton’s writing on garden viewership on the east coast fit into the larger picture of the
way that Americans perceived nature around the turn of the century by highlighting a
deep-seeded desire to escape within many of her characters. “Mrs. Manstey’s View” would be
the start of a fertile engagement with the effects of the intersection of Society, growing wealth,
and the natural world on American subjects due in large part to Wharton’s representation of a
sickly, city-bound character who dreams of natural escape. Many similar tropes circulated in this
era just before the turn of the century that condemned the growing luxuriance of the American
city, with its comfortable jobs that created a so-called “overcivilized” middle class. According to
men like Theodore Roosevelt and Stanley G. Hall,3 those prone to such “overcivilization,” could
develop neurasthenia, a loosely defined “disease” that supposedly caused fatigue, headache,
3 Hall was a notable psychologist and educator who became the first president of Clark University in 1887.
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irritability, and, above all, emotional disturbance.4 To prevent an epidemic of weak men and
emotionally unstable women, American figures like Roosevelt and Hall sought answers in the
symbolic opposite of the eastern pleasure-ground: the western recreational landscape.
The most important national movement involving this version of western nature began
almost twenty years before Wharton published “Mrs. Manstey’s View,” with the federal
government’s establishment of Yellowstone National Park (1872) in Wyoming. Three more
national parks would follow Yellowstone even before the turn of the century: Sequoia (1890),
Yosemite (1890), and Mount Rainier (1899). After this exploratory era, the National Park Service
really took off – especially during Roosevelt’s presidency (1901-1909) – into the network of
sixty-three parks that we know today. The most important figure in American nature during this
era, vaulting above even Roosevelt himself in this particular domain, was John Muir
(1838-1914). Muir, who immigrated to the U.S. from Scotland with his parents when he was
eleven, would go on to change the way that Americans thought about nature.
Throughout an illustrious publishing career that spanned four decades,5 Muir established
himself as one of the unifying voices in U.S. environmental history, heavily influencing the way
that the majority of Americans view wilderness areas even to this day. During his formative
seventy-six years on earth, Muir published over 300 articles and 12 books and co-founded the
Sierra Club,6 which remains one of the most influential American environmental groups. Though
Muir is known most widely for his writings on the Yosemite Valley,7 his words were consistently
7 Yosemite was established as a National Park in 1890.
6 From the Sierra Club’s website: “The Sierra Club's first members, including John Muir, were originally focused on
the conservation of California's Sierra Nevada mountains. Since then, the Sierra Club has evolved into an
organization that works to advance climate solutions and ensure everyone has access to...a healthy environment.”
5 Muir’s first major series of articles was entitled "Studies in the Sierra” and was published in 1874. He would
continue producing work on environmental spiritualism, activism, and preservation up until his death from
pneumonia on Christmas Eve, 1914.
4 According to Gail Bederman in Manliness and Civilization: A Cultural History of Gender and Race in the United
States, 1880–1917, “Hall shared the widespread belief that ‘excessive civilization’ was threatening young American
men with weakness and neurasthenic breakdown” (Bederman 78).
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broadcast across the entire country, especially during the famous fight to preserve California’s
Hetch-Hetchy Valley (1909-1913), his last major public campaign which cemented his legacy as
a pioneer for environmental preservation.8 Muir was an insatiable mountaineer, whose spiritual
view of nature combined with the intrinsic sense of delight that he experienced amidst the
stunning beauty of the American west. This perspective dominates Muir’s writing about his
beloved landscapes, presenting the natural world as an environment that has the potential to
inspire a sense of place in a human race that Muir believed to be moving much too far away from
its origins.9 Preserving nature, Muir said, should be synonymous with the idea of preserving our
common humanity, while embracing our identity as but one of many species that make up
Mother Nature’s grand cycle: “Thousands of tired, nerve-shaken, over-civilized people are
beginning to find out that going to the mountains is going home; that wildness is a necessity”
(Our National Parks, 1901). Statements like these represent Muir’s connection to the work of
Roosevelt and Hall while echoing Wharton’s descriptive vocabulary of her character’s desire for
the natural world in “Mrs. Manstey’s View.” This insight cements a connection between Muir
and Wharton’s writing in the way that both authors were fascinated by natural escape.
The language that Muir used in order to convey the immediacy of his quest for
preservation would come to define a sense of wilderness in the American consciousness that
paralleled but did not preclude the more artificial version of nature embraced by many of
Wharton’s counterparts and characters. One of the most interesting developments implied by
these varying definitions of nature is how they were able to exist as separate from one another in
9 In his unpublished private journal, Muir wrote: “Most people are on the world, not in it – have no conscious
sympathy or relationship to anything about them – undiffused, separate, and rigidly alone like marbles of polished
stone, touching but separate” (John of the Mountains: The Unpublished Journals of John Muir, 1979).
8 Muir and his fellow preservationists condemned the “grossly destructive commercial scheme” (The Yosemite 256)
devised by Gifford Pinchot and the Wilson Administration to flood Hetch-Hetchy in order to create a cheaper and
more reliable water source for San Francisco. The plan was eventually approved by congress in 1913, and
Hetch-Hetchy remains flooded to this day.
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the minds of American readers around the turn of the century; it was not uncommon for educated
people of the day to read something akin to the Muir passage below alongside a more
Wharton-esque literary article in many of the era’s high-profile magazines:
Fancy yourself standing beside me on this Yosemite Ridge...you are looking out through
a sheltered opening in the woods, as through a meadow. In the immediate foreground,
there is a forest of silver firs, their foliage warm yellow-green, and the snow beneath
them is strewn with their plumes, plucked off by the storm; and beyond a broad, ridgy,
cañon-furrowed, dome-dotted middle ground, darkened here and there with belts of pines,
you behold the lofty snow-laden mountains in glorious array, waving their banners with
jubilant enthusiasm as if shouting aloud for joy. (The Yosemite 73-74)
In fact, while Muir did publish many essays in more environmentally focused journals like The
Overland Monthly and the Sierra Club Bulletin, much of his work appeared in the very
magazines in which Wharton and many of her contemporaries had their novels serialized. This
interesting overlap in American environmental writing is evidenced by Muir’s publication of
“Living Glaciers of California” (1875) and “Snow-Storm on Mount Shasta” (1877) in Harper’s
Monthly and “Proposed Yosemite National Park” (1890) and “Grand Cañon of the Colorado”
(1902) in The Century Magazine.10 This second connection is particularly apropos, for The
Century commissioned Wharton to write the series of articles that would later become Italian
Villas and Their Gardens (1904) in 1903, just a year after publishing Muir’s article on the Grand
Canyon (Cronon 809). The authorial link established by this chronology – between Muir,
America’s most famous preservationist, and Wharton – highlights the importance of both
writers’ perspectives on nature at the turn of the century.
10 In a similar vein, in “The City’s ‘War with Nature’: Urban Parks in The House of Mirth and Sister Carrie,”
Susannah Shmurak points out that “articles extolling urban parks as injecting a vital dose of nature into artificial
urban space appeared frequently in the pages of popular literary magazines such as Scribner’s and The Century
alongside serialized urban fiction” (Shmurak 125).
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Movements in Nature Circa 1900
Urban park systems were built into the infrastructure of U.S. cities in the late nineteenth century
as a response to the way in which the perceived vices of America’s rapidly expanding urban
landscapes were threatening traditional family values.11 In addition, many proponents of city
parks claimed that a lack of exposure to nature could lead to the erosion of the democratic ideals
upon which the country was built, as leisure and contemplation were no longer intertwined with
work for the majority of labor class city-dwellers.12 According to Frederick Law Olmsted,
designer of New York City’s urban park system, “the agitation for a public park in New York
began with an article published by [Andrew Jackson] Downing in 1848 in which he eloquently
urged his strong conviction that properly planned and managed public recreation grounds would
have a most civilizing and refining influence on the people of our great cities” (Olmsted 106).13
As Downing’s fateful words predicted, the architectural birth of the urban park system would
inspire a trend in America’s most bustling metropolises that would go on to intersect with
unprecedented social, cultural, and even psychological evolution over the following century.14
U.S. cityscapes would now grow up around their parks, and the most famous urban park of the
day was the Olmsted-designed Central Park, aptly named for its position at the approximate
center of Manhattan.15
15 Construction on Central Park began in 1858. It was completed and opened to the public in 1863. Additional
enlargement was eventually undertaken in 1876.
14 In “Women, Art, and the Natural World in Edith Wharton’s Works,” Gary Totten demonstrates that “both the early
conservation and environmental health movements (related to urban reform) began in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries…” alongside one another (Totten 175).
13 This statement lines up with Shmurak’s assertion that “the belief that...contact with natural landscapes was
inherently therapeutic suffused popular writing of the period” (Shmurak 126).
12 In The Leisure Ethic: Work and Play in American Literature, 1840-1940, William Gleason explains how groups of
“largely white, upper-middle-class reformers sought to make...American leisure...a viable substitute for the
democratizing, nationalizing crucible that was [Frederick Jackson] Turner’s frontier.” According to this progressivist
ideal, “the mass of potentially ‘unfit’ immigrants landing on American shores (and heading straight for the cities)
could play their way into becoming productive, law-abiding citizens” (Gleason 100).
11 This rhetoric that pitted the classic urban vices of drinking, sexual promiscuity, and squalor against the upstanding
family values of sobriety, abstinence, and cleanliness would become the foundation of progressive reform
movements in cities across the country around the turn of the century.
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The word “intersect,” used in the paragraph above, is key to understanding why Central
Park (known to many New Yorkers as, simply, “The Park”) became an instant staple of the City’s
culture and, indeed, a mainstay in the American psyche, as the space brought people together
from many different walks of life. Downing’s notion of the “civilizing and refining” influence
that it would have on “the people of our great cities” took many different, inevitably unintended
forms. The Park was not just a place where people could escape the driving bustle of the City; it
also acted as a proving ground for psychological fantasies of escape and subversive social
behavior. During a time in which so much of what was old, entrenched New York was becoming
destabilized, including the presupposed dominance of its moneyed elite, the Park became a place
for displays of leisure, class struggle, and an engagement with nature that would previously have
been unavailable to the majority of city folk.
Olmsted never ceased to think about how human interaction with the land would affect
one’s experience while making one’s way through the Park, foregrounding the immense
multitude of purposes for which his creation would be used. Feeling that the planting of flowers
revealed the interference of human hands within a park environment meant to seem like a natural
escape from the man-made city that surrounds it, Olmsted established a series of grassy glens
and hills in which people could picnic, walk, and play games. However, in addition to these
classic park activities, Central Park played host to new social rituals that blurred the lines
between the upper classes and the lower and even provided the perfect arena for new inventions
of leisure, like the bicycle, to take center stage in a growing debate over the place of women.16
16 Historian Maureen E. Montgomery elaborates on this point in Displaying Women: Spectacles of Leisure in Edith
Wharton’s New York when she states that “...the sight of women on bicycles suggested independence, mobility, and
emancipation, which, taken together, threatened the traditional confinement of Society women to domestic space and
to those public places where social interaction was carefully regulated. It was one thing for Society women to cycle
within the confines of a private club or at the fashionable hour in Central Park, but to cycle down a popular
thoroughfare in bloomers in 1895 was to contest the codes of etiquette governing women’s behavior in public
places” (Montgomery 5). Additionally, Edith Wharton reportedly wrote to her friend, Ogden Codman, that she chose
the location of her first New York townhouse “on account of the bicycling” in Central Park (Benstock 67).
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Therefore, Olmsted’s predominantly androcentric version of crafting nature17 that precipitated
work notes like “...it will be important to draw as much attention as possible to this hill-side, to
afford facilities for rest and leisurely contemplation upon the rising ground opposite, and to
render the lateral boundaries of the park in its vicinity as inconspicuous as possible” (Olmsted
116) and “the popular idea of the park is a beautiful open green space, in which quiet drives,
rides, and strolls may be had” (Olmsted 134) could not even come close to encapsulating the
variety of emotions with which New York’s population would approach its new greenspace.18
At its most basic level, Central Park provided a new greenspace in the center of a bustling
city where those who harbored a fascination with nature could explore their passion without
traveling into the country for a vacation, making bucolic Sunday strolls and the wonder of
colorful autumn leaves available to a much larger demographic. An apropos example of someone
who loved the Park for its ability to bring nature into the city was young Theodore Roosevelt,
who found himself a skinny, asthmatic child of around five years of age during the Park’s grand
opening. As biographer Douglas Brinkley notes in The Wilderness Warrior: Theodore Roosevelt
and the Crusade for America (2010), young Teddy found an oasis in Central Park, a place where
he could let his budding interest in naturalism blossom: “Stifled by city life, Roosevelt educated
himself as best he could about zoology on the streets of Manhattan. As if cramming for a final
exam, he grew determined to learn the song of every fast-fluttering bird in New York and the
nesting habits of every small mammal in Central Park” (Brinkley 29). Roosevelt, now known as
18 By “androcentric,” in the sentence above, I mean to refer to a culturally imbedded focus on human subjectivity
that devalues other, non-human organisms – both plant and animal – while robbing them of agency within a
worldview that sees humans as the center of existence around which all beings revolve. Additionally, the word
“androcentric” connotes a masculine point of view that inherently marginalizes femininity, a nuance that fits the
zeitgeist of the period from the 1870s through the 1920s, in which men were firmly in control of all mainstream
social, political, and cultural power.
17 Gleason adds texture to this assertion by citing how, “in Central Park...Olmsted deliberately incorporated curved
roadways to prevent trotting matches that might disturb the park’s repose and supported the prohibition of adult team
sports that might attract rowdy crowds and ruin the grass.” Gleason goes on to state that, “above all, Olmsted valued
serenity and order” (Gleason 103), which, of course, are not words one would associate with a true wilderness.
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the Great Conservation President, first discovered his love for what we today might call
ecology19 amidst Central Park’s tapestry of nature. He even used the fauna from the Park to
determine the seasons, as in the following quote from a letter to his mother in which he observes
that, “winter had only just departed...from the number of little snowbirds (clad in black with
white waist coats) which were about” (Brinkley 95). Such individualistic odes to nature belie the
intensity of the battle for social space that was going on in the Park around the same time, one
that would factor heavily into shifting ideals of private versus public leisure and continue well
into the twentieth century.
While Central Park did have a democratizing social influence within a city whose social
register was even tighter than an anxious debutante’s corset, that influence was not won easily, as
a new notion of class struggle emerged alongside New York’s unprecedented access to public
nature. Whether it was due to the relative ease with which the carriages of social upstarts could
mix with those of the established elite on Sunday drives or the general trend toward public
consumption of leisure, Central Park would become an active site of social performance from its
inception, especially around the turn of the century. In Displaying Women: Spectacles of Leisure
in Edith Wharton’s New York (1998), historian Maureen E. Montgomery describes the seemingly
endless nuances of social display that became increasingly precarious as spaces that provided the
potential for public leisure began to crop up around New York City. Beginning with a broad
overview of her topic, Montgomery lays out her historical context with the following statement:
“For the urban haute bourgeoisie in the late nineteenth century, the home was proving to be a
somewhat inadequate arena for the display of wealth and leisure, and...public spaces were
brought into service by way of supplementation” (Montgomery 10). Essentially, in order to
19 Though this term was coined in 1866 by German zoologist, Ernst Haeckel, it didn’t take on its modern
significance until much later, in the twentieth century, when it was embraced by such groundbreaking environmental
thinkers and writers as Aldo Leopold, Paul Ehrlich, and Rachel Carson.
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supplement their traditionally privatized spaces, the rich and powerful were forced to consolidate
their social power out of doors, and Central Park posed unique challenges relative to the sites of
artificial nature that they were used to.
Therefore, the staging of elite self-presentation became a central facet of the Park’s
identity around the turn of the century, a trend that only grew in proportion to challenges from
nouveau riche and the lower classes in New York’s newest leisure space. This fact is displayed
most clearly by Montgomery’s description of how, even when the European tradition of driving
carriages around the park at the “fashionable hour” caught on for the City’s old money residents,
“the Park’s carriage drives were more democratic in their accessibility to new wealth than were
the city’s clubs or the boxes of the Academy of Music. In the Park social aspirants could drive in
their carriages alongside those who were firmly positioned within the charmed circle of the elite”
(Montgomery 101). Such subversive behavior was exceedingly alarming for this “charmed
circle” that staked their collective reputation on the exclusive edicts of “Taste.” However, in this
case, their only ability to gain any sort of controlled and, therefore, class-specific distance from
the common folk was to drive, rather than walk, in the Park, as this “was considered more
respectable for women because carriages enabled them to keep their distance from the public...it
was yet another opportunity to see and be seen” (Montgomery 101). Despite the fact that such
thin defenses were more specious than what this highest class was used to, it was forced to adapt
as an appetite for more public expressions of leisure grew in the City alongside its newest
“natural” component.
The Park also appealed to a growing sense of disillusionment in the average American of
any class that was starting to cause New York’s populace to feel trapped within the City. Thus, as
city dwellers began to seek a way out, Central Park’s version of “nature” became an obvious
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landmark upon which they could project their fantasies. As historian Jackson Lears relays in
Rebirth of a Nation: The Making of Modern America, 1877-1920 (2010), “...vicarious escape
became a commodity on the mass market” (Lears 254) as “many Americans, of all classes,
distrusted the equation of corporate-sponsored progress and personal liberation. Sensing a subtle
imprisonment, they harbored fantasies of escape” (Lears 228). As we will return to time and time
again in this study, these fantasies of escape were some of the most potent driving factors in the
American fascination with the concept of nature from the 1870s through the 1920s. However, as
one can imagine from such a broad claim, the definition of what people perceived to be “natural”
varied wildly based on such identifying factors as class, gender, and geographical location. Here,
we can evoke the concept of a “built environment” which, in this study, I will use to refer to any
area that has been physically altered by humans, specifically those in which people live, work,
and recreate. While, for one person, the built environment of Central Park itself could be the
pinnacle of nature, another might believe that the grounds of a vast estate in the countryside was
the only way to commune with mother earth, while yet another might conjure up images of the
newly designated national parks out west. Situated within these very fantasies of escape is an
ontological push and pull between what is “artificial” and what is “natural'' that strikes to the
heart of our definition of a “built environment.” Though the designation of spaces as “built” or
“natural” becomes fuzzy the moment one looks at nature from different perspectives, the
interplay between the American “...dream of bucolic escape…” (Lears 133) and “...dreaming of
escape to the enchantments of the metropolis…” (Lears 134) demonstrates how escapist fantasies
were being dreamt up in droves around the turn of the century. Leveraging her unique position as
a social critic, gardener, and fiction writer, Wharton harnessed this energy in order to produce
some of her most insightful novels.
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The idealistic democratic principles of equality and morality upon which Central Park
was founded made it an anomaly in terms of accessibility; in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries the private country landscapes of the rich were still seen as bastions of the
upper class, vacation homes where only those wealthy enough to afford such luxury could escape
the squalor of the City in favor of more bucolic climes. However, this idealism did not equate to
any less of a terraforming instinct20 in the hearts of wealthy estate owners, and Wharton’s
narrative interest in controlled landscapes highlights the immense value that these proprietors
placed upon their ability to dominate and change the land they owned. Therefore, the country
estate represented a place in which New York’s elite could escape the social ambiguity of a place
like Central Park while still enjoying the openness of “nature.”
The definition of upper-class nature around the turn of the century was constantly being
reinterpreted at private country estates, as a dated pastoral ideal of gentility combined with the
swiftly growing desire for leisure space in America. Young Teddy Roosevelt was not alone in
feeling “stifled” by the City, and it was considered the peak of wealth to be able to afford the
escape of a country getaway. Oftentimes, however, these getaways were also destinations for the
gathering of elite society, giving hosts a chance to show off their wealth by pouring money into
luxurious terrace gardens, expanded property claims, and manicured lawns upon which their
guests might stroll, sit, and socialize. It was common for displays of wealth in this period of
study to include versions of manicured nature that were even more meticulously built than
Central Park. Such is the case in many novels by Edith Wharton, whose best examples –
including Bellomont in The House of Mirth, Cedarledge in Twilight Sleep (1927), and Longlands
20 By using “terraforming” in this context, I mean to refer to the wealthy estate owner’s desire to transform her
surrounding landscape. Twilight Sleep’s Pauline Manford embodies such a “terraforming instinct” perfectly, as we
will see below.
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in The Buccaneers (1938)21 – host a variety of admiring onlookers and controversial episodes
amidst their vast and rolling hills. Wharton’s characters assign an immense amount of emotional
weight to their estates, which represent the growing cracks in the veneer of a centuries-old social
order, embodied best by the weathered stone of the mansions themselves.
Classing nature, for the rich, meant both the destruction of native vegetation and a
rejection of the aforementioned urban park system due to its implicitly egalitarian purpose as a
space made for the “public.” For our purposes, the act of “classing” nature refers to the allotment
of social currency based on one’s ability to alter the land that they own. For example, in the
following passages from Twilight Sleep, Wharton delves into wealthy matron Pauline Manford’s
view of her estate, Cedarledge, showing how Pauline’s definition of a pleasing natural
environment requires the destruction of wilderness and the installation of a plethora of forced,22
non-native plantings. Such a perspective marks the estate as a distinctive element of private
society in which families could show off their wealth through the paradoxical means of
“perfecting” the natural world while putting their manicured version on display for those who
could afford their company. Pauline begins her musings with the following discussion of her joy
in destructive – or, at the very least, expansive – “possessorship”:
The blesséd peace of the country!...Never before had she approached Cedarledge with so
complete a sense of possessorship...she had stamped her will and her wealth on every
feature. Pauline was persuaded that she was fond of the country – but what she was really
fond of was doing things to the country, and owning, with this object, as many acres of it
as possible. And so...every year the Cedarledge estate had pushed the encircling
landscape farther back, and substituted for its miles of golden-rod and birch and maple
22 In this context, “forced” refers to any cultivar that is essentially tricked into growing at a time and/or in a place
that does not line up with the area and season to which it is adapted. For instance, in order to grow a pineapple in
eighteenth-century Britain, monarchs would spend lavish sums on heated pits and hothouse structures to mimic its
growing conditions to the best of their abilities. This is a classic example of the pains that people with money would
go through in order to force beautiful, rare, and/or delicious plants.
21 The Buccaneers is set in the English countryside, rather than that of the U.S. However, it does deal with certain
American characters interacting with these estate spaces. The action of the novel takes place during the 1870s,
around the time Edith Wharton was a young girl.
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more acres of glossy lawn, and more specimen limes and oaks and cut-leaved beeches,
domed over more and more windings of expensive shrubbery. (TS 251)
To Pauline each tree, shrub, water-coarse, herbaceous border, meant not only itself, but
the surveying of grades, transporting of soil, tunneling for drainage, conducting of water,
the business correspondence and paying of bills, which had preceded its existence; and
she would have cared for it far less – perhaps not at all – had it sprung into being
unassisted, like the random shadbushes and wild cherry trees beyond the gates. (TS 252)
As we can see in the above passages, Pauline gets rid of all the native vegetation that she can,
and she admires the expanding landscape around Cedarledge all the better since can construct it
rather than deign to let anything occur naturally. Thus, Pauline does not have to worry about
being forced to engage in any act of reciprocity with nature. Additionally, Pauline’s one-sided
relationship with her land is able to function in the way that it does specifically due to that land’s
total privatization. Since the majority of the joy that Pauline derives from her version of
constructed nature is found in her ability to mold the landscape to her every whim, she, as a
wealthy member of New York Society, has yet another reason to steer clear of the Park. From
Pauline’s perspective, the social ambiguity of such an egalitarian space is overshadowed by its
utter lack of “a sense of possessorship” that she can feel only in a place that she is allowed to
redesign. The fact that Pauline finds her chief joy in “doing things to the country, and owning,
with this object, as many acres of it as possible” (my emphasis) cements a distance from the ideal
of the urban park system typical of her class while speaking to a larger, and perhaps more
insidious, wealthy desire to dominate nature.
Contemporary ecology writer Robin Wall Kimmerer reiterates the point of contrast
illustrated by Pauline’s projection of human will onto the land by expressing the value that can
be found in the opposite course of action, endorsing a view of reciprocity in a more wild version
of nature that is a foil to Pauline’s landscaping efforts. In the section of Braiding Sweetgrass
(2020) entitled “The Gift of Strawberries,” Kimmerer discusses how our human relationship with
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nature “is transformed by our choice of perspective” (Kimmerer 29). The author goes on to write
that, “it is human perception that makes the world a gift” and that, “when we view the world in
this way, strawberries [i.e. ‘nature’] and humans alike are transformed” (Kimmerer 29-30). The
resulting “relationship of gratitude and reciprocity thus developed” (Kimmerer 30) is mutually
beneficial and part of a respectful intercourse between humans and the independent growth that
sprouts up around them. Conversely, Wharton makes a point to establish Pauline as an archetype
of a rich Society matron who is diametrically opposed to these ideals of natural reciprocity,
describing how she’s “pushed the encircling landscape farther back, and substituted for its miles
of [native] golden-rod and birch and maple more acres of glossy lawn.” On top of this, Wharton
goes even further, explaining how Pauline would have cared for her surroundings at Cedarledge
“far less – perhaps not at all – had [they] sprung into being unassisted, like the random
shadbushes and wild cherry trees beyond the gates.” This shows that what Pauline values is
actually not nature at all but, rather, her own ability to construct something that other people see
as nature.23 Pauline’s definition of “nature,” then, obscures the more “wild” version represented
by the randomness of the growth that she sees as pesky. This idea extends the edicts of wealth to
the landscape of an estate, indicating a broader trend in upper-class circles to display wealth
through ostentatious and artificial stagings of nature.
The rich further embraced this growing trend in the display of material wealth by
building versions of “nature” that were meant to be housed inside. Iterating on the ostentatious
overproduction of their country estates, such wealthy individuals established the indoor garden, a
veritable jewel of artificial nature which made viable the year-round display of rare tropical
cultivars. Within these worlds of glass, the upper classes could take their meals, entertain guests,
23 However, of course, Pauline herself is not the one doing the manual labor of construction. Such work would have
been carried out by a massive team of servants and workers.
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and boast yet another prize that would tastefully indicate the approximate depth of their pockets.
Such spaces came to be known as “conservatories” and would go on to tote an immense amount
of cultural weight in high society.
Conservatories play major roles in Wharton’s fiction, acting as upper-class versions of
“nature” in the city that allow elites to momentarily shed the stringency of their social code.
These are important kinds of settings, for they push Wharton to engage with degrees of nature in
her fiction writing, showing how even something as artificial as a custom glasshouse built onto
the side of a pricey brownstone was oftentimes considered “natural.” Such structures go by a few
names that imply a difference in their initial intended purpose. The word “sunroom” is used more
generally to describe anything from a formal paneled glasshouse to an area of one’s abode that
has large windows to let in passive heat which creates a welcoming atmosphere for certain
out-of-region plants. “Greenhouses” are intended for the propagation of plants and most often
heated using fuel, rather than completely relying on the passive energy that they can trap from
the sun.24 “Conservatories,” then, are somewhere in between the sunroom and the greenhouse, as
they usually do not employ fuel for heating, yet are almost always built out of specialized glass
specifically for the ostentatious show of rare tropicals. This element of display in a conservatory
also sets it apart as the most showy of the three types of structures that I have described.
Throughout history, conservatories have housed some of the most dazzling artifacts that the built
environment of the western world has had to offer, and the overt fabrication implied by their very
existence reached its peak in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The following
passage, printed in one of Britain’s most popular regional newspapers just before the turn of the
24 Today, greenhouses are used to start plants in the winter on ecologically oriented farms and to help native cultivars
overwinter as a part of state park regeneration projects.
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century, illustrates the way that conservatories were valued for their ability to display wealth and,
thus, indicate the extent to which a particular proprietor could exert control over his landscape.
In the popular mind nothing so accurately indicates the extent of a man’s wealth, in the
absence of first-hand information on the point, as the quantity of glass which adorns his
mansion and grounds; and a tolerably good guide it is too. (qtd. in Grant 43)
The Northern Echo, 1889
Conservatories were status symbols of immense importance around the dawn of the twentieth
century, affording wealthy socialites yet another arena in which they could activate the power of
ostentatious amounts of wealth while still playing within the dictates of “Taste.” As we can see
in the above passage, the very materials of a conservatory, its custom panes of glass and specially
carved timber and wrought-iron reinforcements, were indications of immense wealth. Also, the
insides of these structures provided yet another opportunity for the wealthy to assert their status,
as Fiona Grants points out in Glasshouses (2013): “collecting these dramatic plants and
showcasing them in large houses...would have brought significant status to those private
collectors wealthy enough to own them” (Grant 29). Conservatories quickly became an elite
trend in a Victorian era of innovation, with their unique ability to convey the vastness of one’s
personal means taking precedence over the innate beauty of the horticultural wonders that they
were originally created to house.25
While glasshouses were initially built with a vision to provide “a satisfying blend of
function and beauty” (Grant 5), this purpose swiftly began to fuel a sense of social rivalry
amongst the wealthy surrounding who's conservatory could fulfill this vision with the most
glamor. Even as early as 1720, a frustrated Richard Bradley, Professor of Botany at Cambridge,
25 Here, I am referring to the upper-class perception of conservatories around the turn of the century. This
perspective is inherently limited due to my focus in this study. It leaves out the way that amateur horticulturists,
botanists, and other common plant enthusiasts thought about their cultivars in this post-Darwin era. Of course, these
were important beliefs at the time, too. Status was not the only reason to grow plants under protective glass
enclosures. If you are interested in learning more about the history of conservatories from these different angles, I
would recommend diving into The Glasshouse by John Hix, a book that explores the impact of these structures on
various classes of people with a wide spectrum of interests throughout time.
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wrote that, “the greenhouses as they are commonly built serve more for ornament than to use”
(qtd. in Grant 13). Edith Wharton used her specific knowledge of the use of these spaces in
relation to this trend to craft her fictional criticisms of high society life in New York City. In fact,
The House of Mirth (1905), a novel that includes a garden scene set in the very sort of glasshouse
that evolved out of those which Bradley critiqued, was originally going to be called A Moment’s
Ornament.26 This was Wharton’s first very famous novel, experiencing “the most rapid sale of
any book ever published by Scribner”27 and propelling the young author to immense fame.
Wharton’s narrative of the thwarted romance between protagonist Lily Bart and bachelor-lawyer
Lawrence Selden set amidst New York high society fascinated early twentieth-century readers
across the western world. Consistently reflecting the novel’s conflict in the spaces that her
upper-class characters deem “natural,” Wharton often compares Lily to a fragile cultivar that
needs such luxurious surroundings in order to survive. Wharton also sets the majority of Lily and
Selden’s scenes together within various types of artificial nature in order to heighten the setting’s
effect as a touchstone to better understand the trajectory of the couple’s failed love.
The coincidence of Bradley’s vocabulary and Wharton’s draft title shows how the
evolution of glasshouses is integral to understanding the plight of Lily Bart. While Bradley refers
to the greenhouse itself as an ornamental construct, Wharton instead chooses to focus on the
ornaments housed within, linking Lily to the rare tropical cultivars grown by New York’s elite in
passages like the following: “Lily was like some rare flower grown for exhibition, a flower from
which every bud had been nipped except the crowning blossom of her beauty” (THOM 319).
Wharton portrays Lily as a specialized organism that needs a highly produced atmosphere of
luxury in order to survive. Such metaphors abound throughout the book, like when the narrator
27 Charles Scribner conveyed this statistic in a letter that he wrote in November of 1905.
26 This draft title represents a nod to the objectification to which Lily Bart is subject in New York High Society.
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links Lily to “...the orchid basking in its artificially created atmosphere...” (THOM 153). The fact
that Wharton starts the above passage by claiming that “all this was in the natural order of
things…” (THOM 153) strikes to the heart of what botanists like Bradley were grappling with.
How could something commonly accepted as being “artificially created” still lie within “the
natural order of things?”
As the concept of indoor gardens evolved in the western world, so too did the upper-class
desire to iterate on conservatory design principles both privately and in a setting of public
display, as high-profile events held under glass textured ongoing social rivalries. In The
Glasshouse (1981), John Hix touches on this idea of competitive wealth in displaying
conservatories when he states that, “conservatories were obvious places to hold parties, but many
parties were held just to show off the conservatory” (Hix 87). Amidst this growing emphasis put
on display in private conservatories, many public events in London continued to channel the
quixotic quality of viewership under glass. At the Botanic Society of London’s Winter Garden,
which was opened to the public in 1846, it was reported that, “small iron tables were filled with
hyacinths and narcissi, and flowers of all description formed what Knight’s Cyclopaedia of
London (1851) called ‘a veritable fairy land’” (Hix 122). Additionally, the London Exhibition of
1851, otherwise known as The Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations, was the
first in a series of quickly popularized World’s Fairs held under glass. According to Hix, those
lucky and wealthy enough to be able to visit the event “entered a phantasmagoria supposedly
divorced from the realities of the real world” (Hix 151). However, this was not a random, blithe
dream. None of these glass-domed gardens grew by happenstance. Everything about both public
and private conservatories was constructed, and it is jarring to return to this reality of
socio-economic display after Hix’s dreamy description of flowers and “divorced realities.” One
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of the most telling historic details of the conservatory’s tenuous ontology is that, if Society
dinners were being had in a bad growing year, “fruit might be bought and tied” to the trees in a
family’s conservatory in order to keep up appearances, “for underlying the gaiety of this new
recreation was a social rivalry in successful growing and unique exotic acquisition” (Hix 87-89).
The socially accepted designation of the conservatory garden as a performative space was
not lost in its transition to popularity in the U.S., as wealthy Gilded-Agers innovated on many of
the designs of their contemporaries across the sea. Indeed, Hix points out that “the United States
was quick to make the conservatory stylish after the Civil War” (Hix 95), and, while we will go
on to analyze Wharton’s portrayal of American conservatories in her fiction very closely, it is
worth taking a moment here to mention the demographic who purchased these structures.
Nothing could be more telling of the immense wealth and social currency that went into crafting
American conservatories than a quick glance at who was buying them. Hix mentions a stunning
series of relevant names that appeared in the books of the country’s most famous glasshouse
builders in the passage below:
Client references in the catalogues of two major conservatory manufacturers, Lord and
Burnham of Irvington, New York, and Hitchings and Co. of Jersey City, read like a social
register: names included Warren Delano, Jr, Helen Gould, John D. Rockefeller, John A.
Roosevelt, W.K. Vanderbilt and J.P. Morgan, to list but a few. Later generations of glass
house enthusiasts included John Jacob Astor, Jr, William Buckley, Jascha Heifetz, Mrs
Thomas A. Edison, Dr W.J. Mayo, E.H. Maytag, H.S. Firestone, W.E. Boeing. (Hix 95)
These were the big names of Wharton’s childhood and her contemporaries later in life. Only the
wealthiest and, oftentimes, highest-class Americans could afford to pour so much money into the
enterprise of display. Consequently, the conservatory is key to understanding Wharton’s critique
of elite New York Society.
In addition to her incorporation of this upper-class version of American nature in her
fiction, Wharton also addressed the role of conservatories across the Atlantic in her last novel,
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The Buccaneers.28 Writing about England in the 1870s prompted Wharton to conceptualize the
conservatory space differently. However, a sense of “garden-magic” remains. Wharton based The
Buccaneers on a curious cultural phenomenon that occurred when she was growing up; in order
to gain class distinction without having to navigate their way through New York’s tribal high
society, nouveau riche families would ship their daughters off to England in hopes of marrying
into the landed gentry to gain status.29 The main point of conflict within this haphazard unison of
the denizens of these two countries is the clashing of their distinct national cultures. Annabel
"Nan" St. George is an embodiment of the hopeful American woman of marriageable age who is
shipped across the sea, whereas her eventual husband, Ushant, the Duke of Tintagel, and his
mother, the Dowager Duchess, represent English entrenchment. Such entrenchment is fueled by
a sense of duty that the Dowager Duchess attempts to pass on to Nan, who feels increasingly
trapped by her life at Longlands, the Duke’s familial estate. Dealing with the imposition of such
an immense amount of trivial symbolic duties while having no agency as a woman of the English
gentry, Nan feels trapped, “reduced to a corpse-like immobility” (Buccaneers 264) by the
pressure of her new role. A new development in this growing cultural conflict arises when the
Dowager Duchess urges a reluctant Nan to have the Duke’s heirs as soon as possible and, thus,
fulfill another in a line of grave “duties”: “Ushant must have two sons – three, if possible. But his
wife doesn’t seem to understand her duties” (Wharton 290). It is this frustrated energy of
propagation that the Dowager Duchess projects onto her work in the conservatory.
The Duke of Tintagel’s estate includes a vast complex of glasshouses that emphasizes the
Duke’s high status while allowing the Dowager Duchess to garden within a rarified space that is
29 Hence the title of the book, The Buccaneers, which is based on a term that has historically been used to refer to
marauding pirates. In this case, the young American women are “the buccaneers,” invading British shores in hopes
of gaining status through marriage into the English elite during the latter half of the nineteenth century.
28 This novel was left unfinished at the time of Wharton’s death in 1937. It was published in its unfinished
manuscript form in 1938.
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appropriate for a woman of her stature. The main conservatory scene in the novel unfolds after
the Duke of Tintagel30 visits his mother at work. In this scene, Wharton fleshes out her fictional
treatment of conservatory spaces as areas where characters can imaginatively project their
desires upon “natural” objects. This process, in turn, usually reveals a character’s true
frustrations that would otherwise be shrouded by a veil of social decorum. By showing how the
Dowager Duchess, who has recently been stripped of the majority of her ducal duties due to her
son’s marriage, works with her own two hands – “planting, transplanting, pruning, [and]
fertilizing” (Wharton 322) – Wharton unveils this particular conservatory as a highly constructed
space; it serves as the last domain over which the Dowager Duchess can assert full control.
Uncoincidentally, it is also the only place where she can enact her culturally appropriate desire to
reproduce. The Dowager Duchess, now an old woman, cannot make little Dukes and Duchesses
within her own body. Therefore, she turns to gardening as the only propagation method she has
left. The conservatory, then, represents a miniature landscape where she can relive her former
sense of responsibility while venting the frustration that she feels toward her daughter-in-law:
As long as the Dowager ruled at Longlands she had found her chief relaxation from ducal
drudgery in visiting the immense collection of rare and costly exotic plants in the Duke’s
famous conservatories...and since amateur horticulture was beginning to be regarded in
the highest circles not only as an elegant distraction but almost as one of a great lady’s
tasks, she had immersed herself in it with a guilty fervour, still doubting if anything so
delightful could be quite blameless. (Wharton 322)
The fact that the Dowager feels most at ease in the conservatory, finding her “chief relaxation” in
“visiting the immense collection of rare and costly exotic plants” housed within its glass walls,
speaks to the role of conservatories as oases in Wharton’s novels. Could “anything so
delightful...be quite blameless?” the Duchess asks. The short answer is no, for, as we have seen,
the Dowager Duchess’s instinct to garden stems from her desire to coerce Nan into having the
30 The Duke’s chief amusement is found in “dismembering clocks” (Wharton 322), perhaps the most “unnatural”
pastime that Wharton could have imagined.
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Duke’s babies. Despite the fact that the Dowager Duchess’s dilemma is quite different from those
of the characters in Wharton’s New York fiction, she conducts the same kind of imaginative
interaction with a garden space that signals the crux of her desire. The Dowager Duchess
“immerses herself in [gardening] with a guilty fervour” in order to enact her urge for procreation
in the only avenue left to a woman of her age and class.
Escapism and “Garden-Magic”
When Wharton’s characters experience “garden-magic,” they often express and/or attempt to
enact escapist desires. These characters shroud their escapism outside of garden spaces because
they often desire to escape from the very society in which they operate. The importance of the
upper-class perception of gardens and conservatories as “natural,” then, is that Wharton’s
characters believe that, when they enter a garden, they are somehow momentarily removed from
the pressures of the “real world.” This supposition is foolhardy, as the conservatories latched on
to the outside of a rich matron’s abode could not be more constructed or conspicuous. However,
this miscalculation on the part of characters like Lily Bart and Lawrence Selden does not
diminish the impact of the escapist possibilities that they imagine to exist within gardens.
Therefore, a more complete definition of escapism will aid in this discussion. Escapism (1998),
by Human Geographer Yi-Fu Tuan, is a foundational text in understanding the link between
space, place, and our inherent human propensity to fantasize about escape. Tuan summarizes the
uniqueness of this trait when he uses it to inform his incisive definition of what a human being is:
“A human being is an animal who is congenitally indisposed to accept reality as it is” (Tuan 6).
If this is, indeed, the case, then the next plausible inquiry would have to be, simply: why? Tuan
goes on to answer this question throughout his study, discussing how the projection of human
desire for escape onto natural space leads to the idea of the garden as an “artifact” (Tuan 26) that
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is endowed with a wide variety of cultural values based on the context in which it is being
viewed. The geographer’s focus on “discontinuity” (Tuan 110) in modern definitions of nature
and the way that such perception can give rise to “transformational ways of seeing” (Tuan 169)
makes his research a useful starting point as we move forward to discuss the role of escapism in
Wharton’s fiction. 
However, for our purposes, the role of escapism must be considered within the
boundaries of a Whartonian garden, necessitating a more detailed discussion of Wharton’s
conception of such spaces in writing. The Wharton text that will be most helpful in crafting an
analytical lens on garden viewership is the 1904 nonfiction book Italian Villas and Their
Gardens. This book establishes a unique voice in the Wharton canon on nature: Wharton’s own.
As a non-fiction documenter of gardens, the author introduces the term “garden-magic” to
describe the sensation of walking through historic sites of magnificent Italian landscape
architecture. Significantly, this sensation is defined by Wharton’s imaginative re-creation of
these eighteenth-century pleasure grounds in all of their former grandeur, signaling her sense of a
garden’s ability to activate one’s imagination. It follows logically, then, that Wharton characters
seek escape in such evocative surroundings, as Wharton’s critical eye toward the workings of
upper-class society focuses on dire circumstances from which characters feel the need to
emancipate themselves. In turn, the garden provides just enough “magic” for them to envision
such a fate. The importance of Italian Villas, then, can be found in the way that it situates
Wharton herself as a viewer of nature and how the insights that we can gain from reading this
view track onto those of her characters.
Originally published as a series of articles in The Century Magazine, Italian Villas
represents Wharton’s most focused professional effort on non-fiction garden writing. The
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purpose of the book was to document Italy’s most famous eighteenth-century pleasure grounds
from a modern American perspective. Italian Villas also gave Wharton an opportunity to flesh
out her own gardening philosophy, as noted by biographer Hermione Lee in Edith Wharton
(2007): “in her book on Italian gardens, she [Wharton] was interested in the relation between the
house, the garden, and the landscape” (Lee 558). Wharton introduces Italian Villas by connecting
the environments of places like Florence, Siena, Rome, Genoa, Lombardy, and Venice to those of
her home country, asserting that gardeners in the U.S. could learn from the Italian masters. She
follows this geographic connection with explicit instructions to her fellow “garden-lovers,”
insisting that they “should not content [themselves] with a vague enjoyment of old Italian
gardens, but should try to extract from them principles which may be applied at home” (Wharton
11). With a statement like this, Wharton is assuming that her readers will have both the
knowledge and the means to implement such “principles,” as the majority demographic who
would have been reading something like Italian Villas was made up of middle-class women.
Wharton intended for these readers to focus on three key takeaways that would serve to
enhance their sense of “garden-magic,” claiming that “in the blending of different elements, the
subtle transition from the fixed and formal lines of art to the shifting and irregular lines of
nature, and lastly in the essential convenience and livableness of the garden, lies the fundamental
secret of the old garden-magic” (my emphasis) (Wharton 7). Wharton’s love of Italian gardens
was found in their blend of blatant artifice with more natural elements, in addition to their
“essential convenience and livableness.” In other words, she admired garden spaces that were
able to seem “natural,” while providing a comfortable space for people to repose. These elements
generate the “magic” behind Wharton’s fictional environments.
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Wharton’s exacting eye for architectural and botanical detail allows her to punctuate her
garden descriptions in Italian Villas with immersive mise en scène, foregrounding the
significance of her favorite phrase in the book: “Italian garden-magic” (Wharton 212). The way
that architecture and gardening come together to create this effect is very important to Wharton’s
writing, as her descriptions of the gardens in Italian Villas present these spaces as lands of
transition between the exacting hardscape of a mason’s mallet and the wilderness of an
untrimmed woodland.31 Indeed, Wharton believed the garden to lie between these extremes,
blending the comfort of the western world’s built environment with the ideal of nature as an
escape. Her application of this intersection in Italian Villas is illustrated by passages like, “the
ilex or laurel walks beyond were clipped into shape to effect [sic] a transition between the
straight lines of masonry and the untrimmed growth of the woodland to which they led, and that
each step away from architecture was a nearer approach to nature” (Wharton 12). Additionally,
the way that Wharton allows such precise language to slide seamlessly into a more magical
vocabulary exemplified by the passage below reflects the fantasy-inducing impact of a garden
space within Italian Villas’s prose:
The traveller returning from Italy, with his eyes and imagination full of the ineffable
Italian garden-magic, knows vaguely that the enchantment exists; that he has been under
its spell, and that it is more potent, more enduring, more intoxicating to every sense than
the most elaborate and glowing effects of modern horticulture. (Wharton 6)
This passage shows the extent to which Wharton understood gardens as “potent” and
“enchanting” spaces that had the ability to enact long-lasting change within one’s psyche,
activating “intoxicating” notions of escape. Wharton uses a fantastic vocabulary of inevitability
31 In “Women, Art, and the Natural World in Edith Wharton’s Works,” Garry Totten forms the basis of his discussion
of Italian Villas by asserting that Wharton “imagines an ideal architect who understands that the garden and
surrounding landscape ‘formed a part of the same composition,’ and in the Italian country house from the beginning
of the sixteenth to the end of the eighteenth century, she identifies a continuum from garden to architecture. The
garden is a highly mediated form of nature...Wharton is attuned to such implications of setting…” (Totten 178).
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and spell-casting to juxtapose the old Italian gardens with the rather “glowing effects of modern
horticulture,” indicating that all that is “glowing,” current, and new is not necessarily “magical.”
Staying true to her principles, Wharton deems “garden-magic” to be an effect of exacting design
rather than a construct bound to a particular period of time. Within this distinction lies the
intersection of her perspective on Society as both a social critic and gardener. Wharton aims to
comment on the overt artificiality of gardens and conservatories as constructed spaces while at
the same time staying true to her characters’s inability to see through them.
As one of the most famous American landscape gardeners of her day, Beatrix Farrand
(1872-1959) aimed to sweep such people away on a garden journey, utilizing a unique blend of
architectural elements, native plantings, and ornamental cultivars in her designs. This purposeful
intersection of plants and artificial set pieces allowed Farrand to develop a sense of
“garden-magic” within the minds of those who interacted with the spaces she designed,
mirroring the carefully balanced “transition between the straight lines of masonry and the
untrimmed growth of the woodland” to which Wharton refers in Italian Villas.32 Farrand
intended for her version of “garden-magic” to be geared toward “induc[ing] [patrons] to make a
garden journey...[that could] alter sensations, through alterations of light and shadow, perfume,
color, texture, and sound...” (BJF: Fifty Years of American Landscape Architecture 122).
However, as her career in garden design evolved, Farrand became intimately acquainted with the
reality that colloquial class and gender roles extended into even the dreamiest versions of
upper-class nature. Consequently, she was never hired on public projects due to her place as a
working woman. So, while men like Olmsted worked on urban park systems and municipal
32 Farrand also happens to be Wharton’s niece, a daughter born of the short-lived union between Wharton’s brother,
Frederic Rhinelander Jones, and Mary Cadwalader Jones. Wharton took her sister-in-law’s side in the divorce
proceedings, and “Minnie” and her daughter “Trix” soon became the closest family that Wharton had. All three of
them corresponded throughout Wharton’s life, and gardening quickly became a bountiful common subject.
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projects all around the country, Farrand took on scores of private contracts. Some of the most
notable design schemes that she created were implemented at places like Princeton and Yale, as
well as The White House and Dumbarton Oaks in Washington, DC. Evidence of such notable
clientele lends weight to Farrand’s comment on the zeitgeist of the private garden and landscape
gardening itself just after the turn of the century as being “...peculiarly dependent on the
prosperity of the country and...almost entirely a profession of luxury” (BJF: Fifty Years of
American Landscape Architecture 109).33
The turn-of-the-century garden usually came in the form of a conservatory, a courtyard,
or a privately commissioned promenade. In each of these iterations, upper-class clients wanted
their gardens to combine stunning architecture details, like stone stairs, archways, and
wrought-iron gates, with cultivars that would bloom on a predictable schedule and could be
controlled.34 The responsibility of actually working in a garden after it was designed was most
often delegated to teams of what Mary Woods and Arete Warren call “invisible hands” (Glass
Houses 164). These were staffs full of gardeners and common servants employed to make sure
that all houseguests would be exposed to the highest version of “nature” a family had to offer.
Imagining the way that people would interact with her gardens was one of the most
important considerations for Farrand as a practical designer. This intersection of prudence and
imagination means that, even while she was establishing nurseries and planting native vegetation
to promote the cohesion of adjacent landscapes, Farrand was always considering how her
grounds were to be perceived by those who trod upon them. The way that Farrand strengthened
34 This key element of control in choosing what to plant is reflected by Farrand’s judging a cultivar’s “usefulness” by
the ease with which it can be maintained: “...the tall Yews planted under the balconies must not be allowed to
overgrow their usefulness to the point that they will either darken the windows too much or grow tall and leggy in
this position where they get little or no sunlight” (qtd. in BJF: Fifty Years of American Landscape Architecture 135).
33 Additionally, in an article entitled “The Garden as a Picture” that was published in Scribner’s Magazine in 1907,
Farrand insists that “it cannot be too often repeated that a garden is an absolutely artificial thing” (qtd. in Lee 123).
Both Farrand and Wharton were intimately aware of this fact.
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the “magic” of her garden designs by focusing on practical elements is illuminated by her writing
in Plant Book for Dumbarton Oaks (1980). In Plant Book, Farrand describes how, during her
work on Dumbarton Oaks,35 “it was realized that weariness in step-climbing takes away much of
the pleasure of a garden visit” (qtd. in BJF: Fifty Years of American Landscape Architecture
118). Now, while this may at first seem like a simple observation from the garden architect, it
speaks to the way that Farrand and her contemporaries intended for their gardens to be
immersive experiences of escape, rather than one-sided outing destinations; the passage
demonstrates how even the most practical details of Farrand’s designs were evaluated for their
ability to enable participants’s imaginations. In Beatrix Jones Farrand: Fifty Years of American
Landscape Architecture (1982), Diana Balmori touches on a similar attention to detail in
Farrand’s quest to create flow in her garden designs, as “the thousands of full-scale drawings in
the files of the Dumbarton Oaks Garden Library provide even greater proof. One
Kitchen-Garden gate has eight different versions” (Balmori 120). This further evidence just goes
to show how hard Farrand worked to make it seem like the most “natural” response to a garden
stroll should be a fantastic sensory experience akin to Wharton’s conception of “garden-magic.”
This theoretical link between the way that the two women thought about design also extended
into Farrand and Wharton’s personal gardening projects.
Wharton herself found her life’s greatest joy in crafting and maintaining gardens at her
three most beloved houses. She was an upper-class gardener, but not one exactly like Pauline
Manford, taking much more pleasure in the beauty and earthiness of her blooms than this
parodied fictional character.36 Wharton imbued each of her gardens at The Mount, Pavillon
36 In Edith Wharton, Hermione Lee writes that Wharton’s “expensive, pleasurable, and profound obsession should
not be thought of by non-gardeners as a form of quietism or as a mere hobby. Though she had gardeners to do the
digging and the planting, the staking and the weeding, the same mighty energies, appetite for planning, eye for detail
and cogent vision went into her gardening as into the writing of fiction…” (Lee 531).
35 Dumbarton Oaks is a famous garden in Washington, DC’s Georgetown.
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Colombe, and Sainte Claire Chateau with horticulturally distinct features that took into account
each house’s location and resulting regional climate.37 Additionally, each abode hosted its own
version of an outdoor built environment that blended with its accompanying garden. Wharton
was proud of what she achieved in her garden at The Mount, despite her many complaints about
how hard it was to grow flowers in the bitter New England climate. Such a frustration is
demonstrated by her concession that, “it was a rather dull garden…‘no lovely flowering shrubs
or creepers’ would grow there...and ‘everything was a uniform green’” (Lee 389). Today, after
falling into disrepair over the last hundred-or-so years, the gardens at The Mount have been
restored. They now display an ornate “Italian Garden” with stone archways and a fountain, rows
of sedulously manicured ornamental trees along a wide terrace, and a perennial flower garden
that bursts with color from spring through fall. At the Pavillon Colombe, “there was an elaborate
garden, renowned for its trellises and statuary, stables, a farm, a coach-house, a pond and fine
trees” (Lee 529), and Wharton’s love of such blended surroundings underscores her fascination
with gardens as spaces where nature could mingle with artifice. Wharton adored her version of
such “nature” at the Pavillon so much that it was there, just a few days before she died in August
1937, that she could be found feeding the fish in her pond from her perch on a wheelchair.
Wharton’s gardens at Ste. Claire represented the degree to which Wharton cherished the
version of “nature” that she was able to construct while demonstrating the practical link between
her endeavors in writing and her gardens. Wharton’s close friend, Daisy Chanler, described the
author’s gardening at Ste. Claire in a vocabulary of spiritualism and self-expression: “...her
garden is somehow an image of her spirit, of her inmost self. It shows her love of beauty, her
imagination, her varied knowledge and masterly attention to detail; like her, it is somewhat
37 The Mount is located in Lenox, Massachusetts. Pavillon Colombe is located in the French suburbs outside Paris.
Sainte Claire Chateau is located alongside the Mediterranean Sea at the Southern tip of France.
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inaccessible. Her garden is a symbol of the real Edith” (qtd. in Lee 562). In Edith Wharton, Willa
Cather, and the Place of Culture, Julie Olin-Ammentorp comments on the main reason why
Wharton enjoyed the monetary success of her later fiction: “Wharton wrote that ‘the most
satisfactory thing’ about the success of The Age of Innocence ‘is that it enables me to build
[garden] walls and plant orange-orchards’” (Olin-Ammentorp 122). Such orchards would have
probably been installed at Ste. Claire, as the Mediterranean climate allowed Wharton to grow
exotic cultivars of which she could have only dreamed in the harsh New England climate present
at The Mount. Unfortunately, one of the best ways to get a sense of what Wharton was growing
at Ste. Claire in the author’s own words is to peruse her writings on the various plantings that she
lost. Unseasonal frosts occurred in the Riviera throughout the 1920s, causing massive die-offs in
many of the region’s sub-tropical gardens. These events proved to be deeply troubling for
Wharton, reflecting the intimate connection that she had with her plants. In a letter to Mary
Cadwalader Jones from Ste. Claire in December of 1920, Wharton describes how:
I had a blow last week with which Trix [Farrand] will deeply sympathize. There was a
cold mistral, followed by two nights of severe frost (20 Fahrenheit), & all the gardens
from Marseilles to Mentone were wiped out. My terraces were just beginning to be full of
bursting sprouting things, & it was really sickening to see the black crapy rags which, a
few hours before, were heliotropes, ‘anthémises,’ tradescantia, plumbago, arums,
geraniums – all the stock-in-trade of a Riviera garden – dangling woefully from the
denuded terraces...the gardens are a sickening sight... (qtd. in Lewis & Lewis 437)
Here, Wharton twice emphasizes the fact that she was physically “sickened” by the destruction
of her garden, illuminating the almost-familial adoration that she felt for her plants and the way
that they fit into her scheme of design. Such bereavement must have been especially intense at
Ste. Claire, where Wharton grew sub-tropical cultivars, like “heliotropes, ‘anthémises,’
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tradescantia, plumbago, arums, [and] geraniums,” that could only survive in the usually very
mild climate that would so brutally come to betray them.38
The Bellomont Walk
Wharton had a thumbed-through copy of Andrew Jackson Downing’s A Treatise on the Theory
and Practice of Landscape Gardening (1841)39 on her shelf while she was living at The Mount,
her home in the Berkshires, from 1902 through 1911. In the years leading up to this decade,
Frederick Law Olmsted and his protégé, Calvert Vaux were busy designing iconic urban parks in
places like New York City. From this other pair of Downing fans came innovations never before
seen in American city planning and recreation. Prospect Park (1867) and Central Park (1863)
were built right into the heart of the City where Wharton saw her first years and where Farrand,
who was born just a year before the completion of Prospect Park, would find her passion for
landscape design. Therefore, it makes sense that Wharton’s first best-seller, The House of Mirth
(1905) was set in the great city of her adolescence.40
The role of the natural world in this novel is key to understanding its nuance, despite the
fact that “nature” is often shrouded by a profusion of upper-class houses. While these interior
spaces are important to the novel, Wharton correlates the outlook of her main character, Lily
Bart, to natural spaces, indicating the extent of Lily’s hopeful escapist instinct in the way that she
40 Adding texture to this statement, Shmurak discusses how “The House of Mirth dramatizes the persistent conflict
between nature and artifice in both Manhattan’s cityscape and the character of Lily Bart. Repeatedly asserting both
Lily’s connections to nature and her immense artificiality, the novel presents her as an embodiment of the opposing
forces of the natural and the artificial” (Shmurak 126).
39 Downing (1815-1852) is considered to be the father of American landscape architecture.
38 This example would not be the only betrayal. An even more unprecedented frost and drought occurred in the
winter of 1928 and 1929 that left Wharton feeling ill. Lee describes “...the catastrophic frost of the winter of
1928-29, one of the worst in the Riviera’s history, which killed most of her garden, and was profoundly distressing
to her...she...told her friends how hard hit she was by ‘the utter destruction,’ and how she was having to struggle
against ‘the profound depression’ it was causing” (Lee 562). Throughout this ordeal, Wharton wrote the following in
her line-a-day diary for January and February: “January 4. The snow has broken down my two glorious caroubiers
[carob trees], the pride of the garden. How dangerous to care too much even for a garden! Trees and shrubs smashed
and rooted up everywhere...February 15: Everything in garden destroyed...February 21: It is torture to me to think of
my dead garden wh. grows worse every day. February 23: Terrible drought. Destroying last hope of saving any
plants” (qtd. in Lee 563).
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notices natural details. It is through these details, or lack thereof, that we can read how Lily’s
declining social status mirrors her perceived ability to escape the very society that is imposing
such a penalty. Wharton indicates Lily’s outlook through upper-class “nature” in four important
episodes that take place between Lily and her would-be lover, Lawrence Selden. These four
episodes are the Bellomont walk, the tableau vivant scene, the scene that takes place within the
Wellington Bry’s conservatory, and the Riviera talk. In each of these moments, Wharton presents
Lily with a different grade of constructed nature with which she may interact.41 With each, we
learn more about Lily’s localized feelings as they are reflected in “nature.” Through this repeated
exchange between Wharton’s protagonist and a natural setting, we are able to see how an inflated
sense of “garden-magic” can be both misleading and sustaining, injecting hope into an otherwise
hopeless life while Lily’s grip on reality begins to slip away. The natural setting that Wharton
portrays in these cases is but a reflection of the novel’s conflict, much of which occurs outside of
“nature.” Lily’s control over her finances and self-representation steadily declines due to the
debts that she accrues while living the luxurious lifestyle that she craves. Wharton situates her
natural spaces, then, to reveal the stress caused by these outstanding payments and the novel’s
overwhelming human dynamics in Lily's desire to escape from them.
Bellomont is a country estate owned by old-money socialites Gus and Judy Trenor, and
Lily is visiting as part of a small party for the weekend. Lily enjoys visiting Bellomont whenever
she can because, as a consequence of her being a dependent of her stingy aunt, it is one of the
few places that provides the “atmosphere of luxury” that is “the only climate she could breathe
in” (Wharton 26). However, “the luxury of others was not what she wanted” (Wharton 26). This
desire for her own space is what leads Lily to walk Bellomont’s grounds, as she initially
perceives the “nature” around her to be both pleasant and free of ownership, untouched by the
41 She’s also interacting with other characters, who represent socially embedded tensions.
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domineering hands of her usual wealthy benefactors. However, this egalitarian view of nature
could not be more wrong, as the upper-class estate owners of this time period often took
immense pride in changing their surroundings to “improve” nature.42 The resulting dissonance
between the social reality of Wharton’s “natural” setting and Lily’s mislead perception of it only
mounts when Selden and Lily begin to ascend into Bellomont’s emerald hills.
The Bellomont walk establishes Wharton’s key natural paradigms at the beginning of The
House of Mirth in a way that allows us to use the scene as both a valuable interpretive episode in
itself and a benchmark by which we can measure the progress of Lily Bart and Lawrence Selden.
By “progress” in the above sentence, I mean the evolution of Lily and Selden’s relationship as it
stands throughout their other interactions amidst “natural” backgrounds that reflect much of the
novel’s conflict. For example, the Bellomont walk foregrounds Lily’s tableau vivant by
indicating her attitude about nature as something that provides a “fitting background of her own
sensations” but with which she ultimately “had no real intimacy” (Wharton 65). It centralizes the
role that escapism plays in upper-class notions of nature by referring to the way that Bellomont’s
“pastoral distances” (Wharton 64) momentarily liberate Lily’s split-self from its “little black
prison-house of fears” (Wharton 65). However, in this same statement, Wharton cements the true
role of artificial nature as a distraction rather than a liberating force: “...gradually the captive’s
gasps grew fainter, or the other paid less heed to them…” (Wharton 65).
Such metaphors, combined with Lily’s evasive actions while supposedly trying to seduce
wealthy collector Percy Gryce during a weekend’s reverie at Bellomont, make Lily and Selden’s
walk a prime example of escapism. For Lily and Selden are not alone out on the rolling hills of
the Trenors’s estate by happenstance; Lily purposefully puts off her friends and wealthy target,
42 Recall Pauline Manford’s “terraforming instinct.”
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Gryce, by feigning a headache while the group goes off to motor around the countryside.43 This
is but one in a line of evasions that she enacts throughout the weekend. The others involve her
purposefully missing the omnibus to attend church with Gryce and staying out of Gryce’s way in
order to seek out Selden and Bertha Dorset. These escapist maneuvers are what allow Lily to
“pay less heed” to her “imprisoned” self that knows it needs to marry a dull, rich man like Gryce
in order to survive. Such a relationship made on the upper-class marriage market would be
inherently unnatural, a fact that Wharton intends to heighten when she describes how Gryce’s
father made his fortune on “a patent device for excluding fresh air from hotels” (Wharton 23)
and how Gryce himself “always connected the outer air with ideas of exposure” (Wharton 67). In
order to rebel against this patently unnatural mindset, Lily chooses to take a walk with Selden in
the most natural place available to her, escaping into the “opulent undulations” of the “Bellomont
acres” (Wharton 82). However, Bellomont is one of Wharton’s prime examples of a wealthy
turn-of-the-century estate, presumably as terraformed in its construction as Twilight Sleep’s
Cedarledge. Thus, Lily and Selden’s perceived escape into nature turns out to be nothing more
than a fragile fantasy, veiling them from the reality of their surroundings.44 Their alienation in
returning to reality emphasizes the fragility of this escape, as a car cutting across their vision of
Bellomont’s scenery appears to them with, “...the hum of a giant insect, and following the high
road-road, which wound whiter through the surrounding twilight, a black object rushed across
their vision” (Wharton 74-75). This phenomenon of Lily and Selden being ripped out of a
44 Shmurak echoes this point when she states the following about the setting of the Bellomont walk: “this is a fantasy
of escape from Society, not into the wilderness, but into...a construction as artificial as the cityscape Lily wishes to
forget (Shmurak 127).
43 This is an activity that is included in Marilyn McEntyre’s definition of “Nature” as “something one has to be able
to afford” in “The House of Mirth: Isn't There a Quieter Place?”: “The Trenors’ Bellomont and other country estates,
far from providing authentic respite from the unnatural stresses of prestige games and consumerism, become
diversionary retreats where trivialized people can continue their trivial pursuits” (McEntyre 89).
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“magical” escape to nature by a construct that represents the artificiality of Society is a recurring
theme throughout The House of Mirth, mirroring much of the novel’s conflict.
These driving conflicts themselves very rarely arise in natural spaces and, instead, are
most often reflected by Lily and Selden’s interaction with one another in “nature.” Therefore, it
is important to take note of the couple’s desires and how they manifest in the novel’s conflict in
order to understand each character's motivation for enacting escapism. From the start, Wharton
situates Lily as a “highly specialized” (Wharton 5) organism that wants one thing above all else,
and that is to be able to live the luxurious lifestyle of an elite, a life in which money is of no
concern. Due to her upbringing and intimate understanding of the value of her beauty in high
society, Lily is unflinchingly conscious of the fact that “...she was not made for mean and shabby
surroundings, for the squalid compromises of poverty. Her whole being dilated in an atmosphere
of luxury; it was the background she required, the only climate she could breathe in. But the
luxury of others was not what she wanted” (Wharton 26). Lily’s resolute desire to escape the
high-class marriage market implied by this last sentence is what causes much of the conflict in
her life and, largely, what leads to her demise; in America at the turn of the century, a relatively
poor woman in Lily’s position had only one path to a life of luxury and that was to marry a rich
suitor. Thus, when Lily makes it clear that she does not want to be sold into marriage to live off
of “the luxury of others,” one would assume that she should just give up her attempt to be a part
of high society. However, in this same statement, Lily also identifies the fact that she needs the
“atmosphere of luxury” that only this Society can provide to survive. This dilemma is further
complicated by Lily’s love for Selden because Selden is a fringe member of Society who does
not have enough money to support Lily’s dire need for luxury. Both characters know this, despite
their continued attempts at romance, making for an impossible situation from which Lily desires
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to escape. Selden himself seems only to dream of “personal freedom” (Wharton 69), a prize that
he has well within his grasp as a turn-of-the-century bachelor. However, the one thing that
Selden seemingly can’t have is Lily, an object who has been groomed for far richer men.
Despite this grooming, Lily’s interactions with “richer men” only precipitate her decline,
as, through such interactions, she unknowingly adds an immense monetary debt to her existing
state of social indebtedness as a marriageable girl who has no intention to marry. The characters
of Gus Trenor and Simon Rosedale represent Wharton’s most evocative efforts at delineating the
types of wealthy men who sought to rule New York’s social scene at the turn of the century.
Wharton describes Trenor, the owner of Bellomont and all its illustrious acres, as a predatory
creature, lugging around his “heavy carnivorous head,” “preying” on jellied plover, and generally
appearing “red and massive” (Wharton 56, 81). In search of some extra money, Lily asks Trenor
to help her get in on the stock market. However, Trenor takes this as a transactional request,
giving Lily ten thousand dollars of his own money instead while expecting sexual attention in
return. Lily does not realize Trenor’s ploy until she has already spent the money, leading to an
immense feeling of anxiety within Lily that is greatly heightened when Trenor attempts to rape
her after the Wellington Bry’s party.45 Established old-money men, like Trenor, keep Lily around
for her beauty, and bachelors with a similar pedigree would want to marry Lily for her sex
appeal. On the other hand, Wharton’s nouveau riche men desire Lily for her ability to display
garish amounts of wealth and play the part of a social bargaining chip, a showy object that will
win them entry into the highest of circles. Simon Rosedale, whom Wharton describes as
constantly desiring to “penetrate to the inner Paradise” (Wharton 241) of Society, embodies this
45 In this scene, Trenor growls: “‘Lord knows I’ve been patient enough – I’ve hung around and looked like an ass.
And all the while you were letting a lot of other fellows make up to you...I can tell fast enough when I’m made a
fool of...I mean to make you hear me out...Hang it, the man who pays for the dinner is generally allowed to have a
seat at the table’” (Wharton 147).
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vision. Rosedale is Lily’s closest relation in the novel when it comes to valuing luxury and its
ability to win social acceptance, prompting him to centralize the following statement when he
delivers his proposal of marriage: “I want my wife to make all the other women feel small…[to
be a woman] who’ll hold her head higher the more diamonds I put on it...I should want my wife
to be able to take the earth for granted if she wanted to” (Wharton 179). The language that
Rosedale uses in this statement underscores his view of Lily as nothing more than a beautiful
object which he could show off in order to accomplish his personal goals.
Lily ends up refusing these men and a few others throughout the story,46 consequently
spiraling into immense poverty and social non-existence as a working woman who must answer
to her debts, both monetary and cultural.47 According to Wharton, Lily’s love for Selden
becomes “as impossible to restore as a deep-rooted plant torn from its bed” (Wharton 322). It has
been crushed by a society whose wealth Lily needs to live, for Lily’s nature as a beautiful and
unmarried woman means that, whenever she engages with the lifestyle that she craves, she is
bound to incur various debts. Lily’s initial inability to realize her unenviable position is inherent
in a rhetorical question that she asks herself after spending an afternoon in Selden’s apartment:
“Why could one never do a natural thing without having to screen it behind a structure of
artifice?” (Wharton 15). The answer to this question comes in the mandates of a society who
aimed to devalue young women until they would either marry into its ranks or fade from view. In
the end, Lily opts for the latter option, stating, feebly: “I have lived too long on my friends”
(Wharton 295). Her death in a squalid boarding house is perhaps the most unnatural scene in The
47 By “cultural debt,” I mean to refer to Lily’s refusal to cooperate with the upper-class marriage market for many
years of her life while still taking advantage of the societal benefits offered to beautiful young bachelorettes as a way
of grooming them for marriage.
46 This group of “others” includes Bertha Dorset’s husband, George, who is pictured as mindlessly fondling plants
before meeting Lily on a promenade in Long Island: “...his irresolute hand switch[ed] at the underbrush along the
lane” (Wharton 244).
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House of Mirth, allowing Wharton to drive home her point about how setting can be used to
indicate a character’s ability to escape.
Through Selden’s pompous musings during the Bellomont walk,48 Wharton also
introduces the idea that participation in Society itself should be viewed as an escape, adding
weight to the notion of gardens as designated pleasure grounds where socialites can fulfill this
purpose. To this end, Selden comments that “‘...the people who take society as an escape from
work are putting it to its proper use; but when it becomes the thing worked for it distorts all the
relations of life’” (Wharton 71). However, the majority of socialites to which Selden is referring
do not have jobs, meaning that Society is the only structure for which they know how to “work.”
Without having any occupation from which they desire to escape, wealthy characters do not
empathize with the escapist instincts that can be found within characters like Lily Bart. Instead,
they feel secure in their social circle, watching gatherings unfold within the garish spaces that
they own. Their whole world is in front of them, so there is nothing from which they desire to
escape. On the other hand, Lily craves entry into this sheltered world of the elite in order to
escape her fate as a working woman in the harsh and dingy city. Wharton polishes off escapism’s
significance by making use of a vocabulary that physicalizes such feelings within the context of
nature, thereby linking escapist thought to natural constructs: “The soft isolation of the falling
day enveloped them: they seemed lifted into finer air” (Wharton 74). Lily and Selden’s walk,
then, becomes much more than the first chapter in the novel that takes place entirely outside; it
allows Wharton to provide a snapshot of Lily and Selden’s discourse in nature while centralizing
escapism. Thus, it is a foundational scene and a benchmark by which we can interpret the
couple’s future interactions in similarly “natural” settings.
48 Selden’s definition of success exemplifies such “musings”: “‘My idea of success,’ he said, ‘is personal
freedom...From everything – from money, from poverty, from ease and anxiety, from all the material accidents. To
keep a kind of republic of the spirit – that’s what I call success’” (Wharton 69).
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“Simply and Undisguisedly the Portrait of Miss Bart”49
Recognizing the idealism that Wharton’s characters associate with natural spaces is key to
reading The House of Mirth. Lily’s famous tableau vivant scene is case in point, for, while the
crowd at the nouveau riche Wellington Bry’s soirée sees Lily herself as the peak of nature, she
appears in front of her admirers as a highly produced copy of an artwork.50 At this point in the
novel, Wharton emphasizes the fact that everyone is attempting to be a little bit more cordial to
the Wellington Brys after “a bad autumn in Wall Street” left everyone “feeling poor” except the
new money upstarts (Wharton 122-123). The Wellington Brys are a couple intent on breaking
their way into high society despite recalcitrant old money snobbery, and their triumph over these
would-be peers in the stock market is a good start. With the help of Carry Fisher, their social
advisor, the Wellington Brys determine that “...tableaux vivants and expensive music were the
two baits most likely to attract the desired prey” (Wharton 133), so “after much debate, and
anxious counsel with their newly acquired friends, [they] decided on the bold move of giving a
general entertainment” (Wharton 133) at their garish mansion.
At first, mansions like this one seem to occupy Wharton’s main focus in the aptly titled
House of Mirth. However, a slight broadening of our definition of “house” to “interior space”
allows us to explore a wider array of natural constructs situated within the post-Victorian home.
In “Interiors and the Interior life in Edith Wharton's The House of Mirth,” John Clubbe cements
the influence of Wharton’s expertise in the field of so-called “natural” interiors embodied by
spaces like the Wellington Bry’s mansion. In fact, he argues that The House of Mirth itself is a
novel made up almost entirely of indoor spaces. Approaching his topic from a pseudo-ecological
lens, Clubbe goes on to say that, “part of the triumph of The House of Mirth results from the
50 The actual portrait that she is imitating is Sir Joshua Reynolds’s “Mrs. Lloyd” (1776).
49 This phrase is quoted from The House of Mirth in Edith Wharton: Three Novels of Old New York, page 136.
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pains Wharton took to correlate...Lily Bart to her environment, an environment that consists
chiefly of a sequence of interiors” (Clubbe 543). Clubbe also gives a nod to the admissibility of
analyzing Wharton’s work through a lens of escapist fantasy by discussing Lily’s desire to
transcend enclosure through the act of dreaming: “Real space constricts her. She can transcend it
only by dreaming on a divan or posing as a framed painting” (Clubbe 555). Here, Clubbe links
Lily’s escapism to her physical display. The conservatory, a major touchstone for upper-class
conceptions of nature at the turn of the century, and the mansion in which Lily unveils her
tableau are enclosed, rendering Clubbe’s perspective of Lily as a character who is “correlated to
her environment” valuable to this discussion.
Lily’s tableau vivant represents the peak of her social currency in the minds of
upper-class New York, as Wharton implies how a few subtle decisions on Lily’s part heighten the
alluring public display of her body through an exposition of male interiority. In fact, Wharton
consciously limits her narrative voice to a male perspective during this scene – one that is
primarily made up of Selden’s patronizing reflection on how he can see “the real Lily Bart”
(Wharton 137) – in order to demonstrate how, in the eyes of those who hold power in this elite
social context, Lily is nothing but a pleasing ornament.51 The narrator’s exposition of Lily’s
display dooms her ability to escape into the very nature that she embodies for so many wealthy
male eyes by exposing how quickly they trivialize and consume her.
The occupation of the elite during Wharton’s day was to be constantly on the lookout for
new ways to spend their fortunes, and tableaux vivants represented yet another way in which
they could show off in front of their friends. In “Picturing Lily: Body Art in The House of
Mirth,” Emily J. Orlando explains how, “the tableau vivant or ‘living picture’...enjoyed a revival
51 Recall the discussion of Lily as a greenhouse flower in relation to botanist Richard Bradley’s comment about
“ornamental greenhouses” above.
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in the nineteenth century as a kind of parlor game for the leisure class” (Orlando 87). Within
these tableaux, players would tout their wealth and knowledge of fine art by dressing up in
typically ornate costumes and posing in front of audiences of friends. Orlando goes on to
describe how “the players who enacted tableaux were called ‘model artists,’ a term that points to
their dual classification as both models (still, frozen bodies) and artists (makers of art)” (Orlando
87). This is the context within which Wharton planned out her own tableau vivant scene.
Lily chooses to portray Sir Joshua Reynolds’s “Mrs. Lloyd” (1776), a relatively
unfamous painting whose subject stands in a forest by a stream while leaning upon a stone. In
this position, Mrs. Lloyd is in the middle of carving her name upon a tree with a sharp
implement. However, the male narrative voice of Wharton’s scene makes no mention of this
authorly act on Lily’s part, focusing instead upon her scantily clad body. To analyze Lily’s
objectification in the eyes of her male viewers and in light of the portrait’s markedly natural
setting, a closer look at the novel’s language is in order. The following is an excerpt from
Selden’s internal monologue during the moment in which he looks at Lily: 
It was as though she had stepped, not out of, but into, Reynolds’s canvas, banishing the
phantom of his dead beauty by the beams of her living grace. The impulse to show
herself in a splendid setting...had yielded to the truer instinct of trusting her unassisted
beauty, and she had purposely chosen a picture without distracting accessories of dress or
surroundings. Her pale draperies, and the background of foliage against which she stood,
served only to relieve the long dryad-like curves that swept upward from her poised foot
to her lifted arm. The noble buoyancy of her attitude, its suggestion of her soaring grace,
revealed the touch of poetry in her beauty that Selden always felt in her presence, yet lost
the sense of when he was not with her. Its expression was now so vivid that for the first
time he seemed to see before him the real Lily Bart, divested of the trivialities of her little
world, and catching for a moment a note of that eternal harmony of which her beauty was
a part. (Wharton 137) 
Notice first that the detail about how Lily “had purposely chosen a picture without distracting
accessories of dress or surroundings” is couched within a passage told primarily from Selden’s
perspective. Therefore, a statement that might usually be read as an omniscient narrator’s helpful
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detail, should now be viewed with a critical eye toward Selden’s assumptions about Lily’s
choices. Nature all but vanishes in his fetishization of Lily’s “curved” and “buoyant” body,
intimating that, in this context, the usefulness of a natural setting is only to elevate the
presentation of Lily herself as a beautiful object. As previously stated, we see no mention of the
significant act of Mrs. Lloyd carving her name into the tree. In fact, Wharton’s narrator fails to
describe the forest, stream, and all other natural constructs pictured within Reynolds’s original
painting. The only references given to the setting of the portrait, from Selden’s domineering
perspective, use the descriptors “without,” “only to relieve,” “little,” and categorically
un-“splendid.” Selden omits these natural details and the subject’s important interaction with
them because, in his eyes, Lily herself becomes the peak of leisure-class nature. For this reason,
it is not the “foliage,” but rather Lily who is described as “long” and “dryad-like,”52 who contains
“noble buoyancy,” and who oversees the “eternal harmony” that would typically be associated
with scenes of nature. Thus, the moment that Lily’s tableau is unveiled represents a confirmation
of her distinct inability to escape.
 Additionally, if the wealthy men of New York Society see Lily as the peak of their
version of nature, then they see her, falsely, as a useful object that will remain static, beautiful,
and placid. This vision is exemplified both by Selden’s initial appraisal of Lily and by the words
of Lily’s own cousin, Ned Van Alstyne, in the Wellington Bry’s coat room after the tableaux. In
the first instance, Selden refers to Lily as “...a wonderful spectacle” during the Bellomont walk,
going on to say: “You are an artist, and I happen to be the bit of colour you are using today”
(Wharton 67). Selden’s version of Lily paints her as both a beautiful model and a calculating
artist, evoking the very title that Society used to refer to people who enacted tableaux: “model
52 Here, Selden’s perspective echoes an earlier one in which he sees Lily embodying “a kind of wild-wood grace...as
though she were a dryad subdued...it was the same streak of sylvan freedom in her nature that lent such savour to her
artificiality” (Wharton 13).
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artists” (Orlando 87). This perspective is built on the false assumption that Lily purposefully
designs herself to attract weak, unknowing men, thereby implicitly reversing the agency of the
male gaze. In the second instance, Selden overhears Van Alstyne discussing Lily's body:
“‘...what a show of good-looking women! But not one of ‘em could touch that little cousin of
mine. Talk of jewels – what’s a woman want with jewels when she’s got herself to show?...I
never knew till tonight what an outline Lily has’” (Wharton 141). Here, Van Alstyne blatantly
objectifies Lily, comparing her body to a “jewel” that she is intent on showing off. Again, this
comment situates Lily as a manipulative object, someone who desires to be looked at and
discussed, as if she believed that her sole purpose in life was to be someone else’s ornament. All
of this is to say that the version of nature that these men tacitly endorse in their objectification of
Lily is artificial, and artifice can be kept under control by gardeners, architects, and engineers.
The wealthy also owned most of Society’s “natural” spaces, had them in their homes, and could
harvest fruits and flowers from them as they pleased. Therefore, when Lily turns out to be much
more resistant than the docile flower that the male viewers of the tableau imagine her to be, they
cast her aside in favor of younger, more predictable blooms.
Such banishment proves that “natural” settings, like the one that goes mostly unnoticed in
Lily’s tableau, do not do natural work in this society due to its absolute constructedness. By this
I mean that the wealthy assign a set of predominantly social values to the areas that they deem
“natural” in order to exert complete control over the code of etiquette required within such
spaces. These discontinuous pockets of “nature,” then, could not be further removed from the
concept of a wilderness. In fact, they are more closely related to stuffy upper-class drawing
rooms. Any value that Lily assigns to the woodland background of her rendition of “Mrs. Lloyd”
is effaced by the crowd’s perspective of her “unassisted beauty” in “a picture without distracting
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accessories of dress or surroundings” (Wharton 137). The wealthy male crowd reads the prop
foliage behind Lily as just that, a “natural” stage set included in the tableau’s frame for the sole
purpose of heightening its subject’s beauty. This instinct of using a constructed facsimile of
nature to elevate one’s enterprise of display comes all too naturally to this culture that is
enamored with dining in conservatories and preserving ferns in Wardian cases.53
The House of Mirth’s Conservatory Scene
The scene that follows the staged nature of the tableau takes place in a different vestige of
artificial nature that represents New York’s leisure class: an enclosed conservatory. These glass
structures were usually privately owned and attached to the houses of their owners. Therefore, it
is no wonder that conservatories signaled the peak of wealth and dominance in Gilded Age New
York. In fact, they were so popular with the leisure class of this era that Lord & Burnham, the
most distinguished builder of greenhouses and conservatories of the day, rose to eminence as a
direct result of the demand that came from upper-class society. These conservatories could
include anything from indoor ponds and fountains to copies of classical sculptures to heavy
granite displays. Within such artifice, the rich and their gardeners would grow a wide variety of
tropical plants that couldn’t be seen anywhere else. In fact, it was the pride of many a New York
Society matron to display the newest cultivar of iris, freesia, and/or hyacinth54 in her own
conservatory before her neighbors. Some other examples of rare and humid-loving plants that
could be found in a typical conservatory during Wharton’s time are: maidenhair and staghorn
ferns, ornamental banana and palm trees, monstera deliciosa, ficus elastica (rubber plant),
54 These are just a few examples of popular hothouse flowers.
53 Wardian cases were ornate terrariums that were usually shaped like miniature conservatories. In The Age of
Innocence (1920), Wharton’s other major novel on upper-class New York, Mrs. Archer and her daughter, Janey,
cultivate ferns in Wardian cases (AI 731).
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elephant’s ear, philodendron, and a slew of tropical flowers including hibiscus, rocktrumpet
vines, and, uncoincidentally, many different kinds of lilies. 
Setting a dialogue between Lily and Selden in the Wellington Bry’s conservatory allows
Wharton to develop her themes from the Bellomont walk in an enclosed setting of artificial
nature.55 I want to point out the change inherent in the relatively few words exchanged between
the couple in this scene and Lily’s self-conscious movements in light of their new setting.
Additionally, I want to show how the conservatory’s heightening of a character’s conception of
“garden-magic” also brings with it a unique awareness of social ritual. If the Bellomont walk was
Lily and Selden’s first taste of natural escape together, and the tableau was more of a
performative exchange, then this conservatory is a place where the two lovers can combine each
experience in order to enact their romance within a socially appropriate space. Even though Lily
and Selden’s level of social awareness changes with the marked change in their natural context,
they still rely on a built version of nature to indulge their imagined futures with one another. This
goes to show how a Wharton character’s sense of “garden-magic” can turn any remotely natural
space into an oasis, based on that character’s willingness to imagine it so. I will refer to this
version of “oasis-thinking” to describe conservatories as socially designated areas of “nature”
within a city where upper-class people were supposed to perform actions that would otherwise
seem distasteful or taboo. The rules weren’t blurred when socialites acted on their amorous urges
within these oases as much as they were purposefully changed to fit the shadiness and
semi-privacy of the conservatory.
55 McEntyre adds texture to this reading of the conservatory scene through the Bellomont walk in the following
passage: “This bit of nature serves to remove them from the brightly lit exposure and angularity of the house and
allows them a certain freedom that dimly recalls the greater...moment of freedom achieved once on a hilltop that
remains in...their memories as a reference point and measure of all their subsequent compromises” (McEntyre 93).
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Wharton uses the setting of the Wellington Bry’s conservatory to temper her characters’s
apparent sense of wonder, escape, and intimacy with surroundings that signal external
ownership. This artificial setting highlights the fact that the couple’s momentary fantasies will
never come to fruition without the money or infrastructure to support them and validate their
match within their milieu. Wharton emphasizes the importance of the change in Lily’s demeanor
when she enters the conservatory space by refracting her consciousness around the room while
describing different forms of lilies, thus showing how Lily aims to project her fantasies of escape
upon the flora. We see lilies in flower form on land and in the water on “lily-pads” that are
floating in a “sleeping lake” (Wharton 139). The idea that the lake is locked in an unmoving
slumber further validates our reading of the garden as dream-like while subtly addressing the
artificiality of the place; nowhere in the wilderness would a lake be so devoid of life and
movement that it could be described as “sleeping.” In Lily and Selden’s conservatory scene,
Wharton constructs nature to mirror her characters’s self-conscious staging of romantic escape. 
However, the conservatory is ultimately a place that is constructed for the purpose of
display, a setting to be pruned and controlled by those with money who are looking for a way to
change their extra cash into social currency, making it a discordant environment for romance.
Lily feels trapped because “nature,” in this context, does not contain niches, or places that match
a species to a specific environmental condition. Instead, these conservatories and gardens are but
extensions of the city’s built environment, dislocated pockets of greenery that serve a social
purpose. This is why, when Selden and Lily think that, “it would not have surprised them to feel
a summer breeze on their faces, or to see the lights among the boughs reduplicated in the arch of
a starry sky” (Wharton 140) their precarious position becomes clear. For them to be confusing
inside with outside in this context means that they have been so indoctrinated with the social
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ideal of “nature” that their ability to imagine anything outside of the cityscape itself has been
stunted. They’ve enacted “oasis-thinking” alongside one another enough at this point in the novel
to make this random conservatory owned by a newly wealthy couple feel like a safe haven.
Lily and Selden’s failure to address the external ownership of the conservatory is
reflected in the couple’s vexed idealism, as their ultimate frustration in attempting to love one
another mirrors the value-laden existence of conservatories in turn-of-the-century society. In
their following exchange, Lily and Selden seem unconvinced by one another’s love, despite their
kiss and obvious overwhelming desire to love. Therefore, the “nature” of their interaction is as
frustrated as that of a conservatory; in elite society, the enclosed garden sat at a crossroads of
conflicting external interpretations. It was supposed to be both ornamental and botanical, oasis
and enclosure, rule-bending yet socially predictable. Lily and Selden run up against such conflict
in their intimate misunderstanding of one another when Wharton writes:
The strange solitude about them was no stranger than the sweetness of being alone in it
together. At length Lily withdrew her hand, and moved away a step, so that her
white-robed slimness was outlined against the dusk of the branches. Selden followed her,
and still without speaking they seated themselves on a bench beside the fountain.
Suddenly, she raised her eyes with the beseeching earnestness of a child. “You
never speak to me – you think hard things of me,” she murmured.
“I think of you at any rate, God knows!” he said.
“Then why do we never see each other? Why can’t we be friends? You promised
once to help me,” she continued in the same tone, as though the words were drawn from
her unwillingly.
“The only way I can help you is by loving you,” Selden said in a low voice.
She made no reply, but her face turned to him with the soft motion of a flower.
His own met it slowly, and their lips touched.
She drew back and rose from her seat. Selden rose too, and they stood facing each
other. Suddenly she caught his hand and pressed it a moment against her cheek.
“Ah, love me, love me – but don’t tell me so!” she sighed with her eyes in his;
and before he could speak she had turned and slipped through the arch of boughs,
disappearing into the brightness of the room beyond. (Wharton 140)
Lily and Selden signal the conflicting meanings of the conservatory in the passage above by
discussing and enacting love but, ultimately, deciding not to love. Their romance seems
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choreographed. Lily purposefully “moves away a step, so that her white-robed slimness” will
appear “outlined against the dusk of...branches” in Selden’s gaze. Selden “follows her”
throughout the scene, mirroring Lily’s movements all the way through the couple’s kiss when
Lily “turns to him with the soft motion of a flower” and then stands up to face him. Lily and
Selden read the conservatory as a space where they can be alone, unique in their “dream-like
sensations” (Wharton 140). However, in reality, it stands as a space specifically designated for
such amorous actions, a literal oasis – in this sense – where young lovers are encouraged to kiss
and exchange promises amidst its shady recesses. However, by interpreting their “solitude” as
particularly “strange,” Lily and Selden misinterpret their surroundings, assigning undue weight
to a scenario that was actually quite common among upper-class lovers of their day. This
imbalance leads to the fallout from their fleeting kiss and Lily’s plaintive request: “Ah, love me,
love me – but don’t tell me so!” Lily and Selden are unconvinced by their interaction in this
conservatory scene, despite its intimacy, for this very intimacy lacks the context that would be
necessary for young lovers to understand one another in such a value-laden oasis.
Wharton builds the idea of the garden as “dream-like” directly into her vocabulary in
describing how Lily and Selden feel about the built environment of this conservatory. They
explicitly accept “the unreality of the scene as a part of their own dream-like sensations”
(Wharton 139-140). With such a blatant connection, Wharton is clearly trying to tell us
something through her description of “garden-magic” in The House of Mirth and the peculiar
effect that it has on the novel’s characters. That “something,” is that the garden stands apart from
the eastern U.S. city as a construct of discontinuous nature upon which people feel comfortable
projecting their fantasies of escape. For Lily and Selden, the consequence of this comfort is that
they do not take note of the new set of rules that Society implements within the conservatory.
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Thus, their interlude within the Wellington-Bry’s indoor garden leads nowhere, as they do not
possess insider knowledge enough to realize that it’s the one place where amorous advances are
encouraged. They focus more on the triumph of their momentary escape from Society when, in
reality, no escape of any kind occurs.
In “Specular Homes and Pastoral Theaters: Gender, Urbanity and Domesticity in The
House of Mirth,” Nancy Von Rosk conducts a deep dive into Lily’s “ornamental world,” focusing
on how the way that she “displays herself” (Von Rosk 338) in luxurious settings is rooted in her
appraisal of her cultural value as an object. Since some of the interior scenes in The House of
Mirth take place in glasshouses, Von Rosk reads New York Society’s conception of nature and
how it intersected with spectatorship quite closely. She starts out by making a clear distinction
between the constructs of “nature” and “city” along classed lines: “Sheltered in lavish mansions
and pastoral gardens, Lily does not need to navigate the city until the very end of the novel when
she is unmoored from her class position” (Von Rosk 328-329). This passage establishes
Wharton’s portrayal of New York City as a stifling space for everyone but the members of high
society, an exclusive set defined by mansions which include a series of “natural” interiors. 
Von Rosk proceeds to expound upon “a nature suffused with artifice” in leisure-class
mentalities. The passage below represents Von Rosk’s perspective on this conception of nature: 
As Wharton's language reinforces for us, this is a nature suffused with artifice; it is not
nature per se that appeals to Lily, but the romantic scenes she has read about, what she
imagines takes place there. Nature is not valued in and of itself for its own beauty, but for
its function as a suitable backdrop for Lily's beauty: “Lily had no real intimacy with
nature, but she had a passion for the appropriate and could be keenly sensitive to a scene
which was the fitting background of her own sensations.” (Von Rosk 342) 
Here, Von Rosk situates her version of artificial nature within Lily’s capacity to “imagine what
takes place there,” and how this imaginative labor leads Lily to value nature for its potential to
act as a suitable background for her beauty rather than its ability to generate meaning on its
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own. Significantly, Von Rosk’s contextualization of the way that Wharton dealt with “a nature
suffused with artifice” dovetails with our reading of the Wellington Bry’s conservatory space
above, as Lily and Selden’s misinterpretation of the enclosed garden as nothing but a “fitting
background” frustrates their desire to love one another. The couple dooms their only chance at
finding common ground within the conservatory by treating it solely as a pretty garden within
which “romantic scenes” might occur. Here, Wharton proves that the artifice of the American
conservatory extends far beyond its carefully groomed tropical cultivars and venetian fountains.
The way that turn-of-the-century Society constructed this oasis created massive practical
implications for the conduct of young lovers.
Neither Lily nor Selden are able to take advantage of such implications, as they both
grasp just enough of the new set of “conservatory rules” to influence their behavior but not
enough to understand that such behavior is made admissible by their surroundings. In a similar
vein, and more generally, Lily is able to socialize within the ranks of the upper classes for her
young adult life due to her status as a beautiful and marriageable woman. However, when she
decides that she does not want to get married, she forfeits the only factor that was incentivizing
the wealthy to keep her around. Additionally, Selden contends that his sense of “personal
freedom,” culminating in his grandly imagined “republic of the spirit” (Wharton 69), is
predicated entirely upon his ability to remain on the fringes of Society, never getting too caught
up in its mercurial games.56 But for a so-called liminal observer Selden sure does love to take
advantage of upper-class hospitality at parties, his men’s club, the Riviera, and, of course, out in
“nature.” Selden’s adventures with Lily ingrain him in the very fabric of Society, effacing his
early idealism. Significantly, as Lily and Selden both succumb to societal pressures, they become
56 Perpetuating our nature metaphor, Selden characterizes this behavior as part of his ongoing attempt to “remain
amphibious” (Wharton 70).
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the subjects of upper-class people rather than their peers. This designation allows the couple
access to otherwise forbidden stations of nature, like the Wellington Bry’s conservatory, without
giving them the tools to interact appropriately within such value-laden spaces. Therefore, Lily
and Selden seem to miss a chance during both the Bellomont walk and the conservatory scene
because they see just enough of nature to activate their escapist desires, yet not enough to
understand its blatant artifice. Such artifice, of course, comes along with a new set of societal
rules that Lily and Selden can’t seem to grasp in their elation at the thought of having escaped
from the prying eyes of their friends. In turn, the consequence of such failed interactions is that
the couple begins to feel closer to an ultimate natural escape within their love for one another
when, in reality, they march ever-closer to their stifled fate with each natural interlude.
The Age of Innocence’s Conservatory Scene
In The Age of Innocence (1920), Wharton deals with a pair of young lovers who are much more
aware of conservatory rules. In fact, Newland Archer strives to follow them to the extent that
Wharton depicts him ferrying his new fiancée, May Welland, around Julius Beaufort’s
conservatory as if she were a prop in a social show. The novel itself is set in 1870s New York,
the era of Wharton’s youth, in which social rituals were even more stringent than those depicted
in The House of Mirth. My reason for leaving The House of Mirth for a moment here is to
demonstrate this even more pressurized example of the conservatory acting as a socially
ordained oasis for young lovers. Archer and May are foils to Selden and Lily in this scenario by
knowing exactly what kind of behavior befits an upper-class conservatory and enacting their
“love” accordingly. I put “love” in scare quotes because it is apparent from Archer and May’s
actions that amorous feelings are impure when they have to be carried out so mechanistically.
Therefore, this detour to The Age of Innocence will allow us to see the ultimately self-defeating
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nature of New York Society’s encouragement of young lovers to treat the conservatory as an
oasis with an explicit set of new rules for amorous engagement. If couples are not aware of the
holistic consequences of “oasis-thinking,” they will feel thwarted in their ability to communicate,
as shown by Lily and Selden. However, if couples follow the conservatory’s rules perfectly, they
will feel more as if they are actors following a script. Neither scenario begets true romance,
establishing the conservatory as an illusory space on either side of the natural spectrum.
Wharton sets up Archer and May’s clandestine foray into Beaufort’s conservatory to
signal the great importance of “Taste” (AI 718) in conforming to social ritual during her time
period of study. She also carefully choreographs the way Archer and May reposition themselves
in the garden to indicate their perception of the admissibility of their courtship ritual. Wharton
highlights their movements as a series of intentional decisions rather than random wanderings:
“The dance over, the two, as became an affianced couple, wandered into the conservatory; and
sitting behind a tall screen of tree-ferns and camellias Newland pressed her gloved hand to his
lips” (Wharton 724). We see evidence of Archer and May’s intentionality most clearly in the
phrase “as became an affianced couple,” as these few words show the standards of the collective
tribe in determining what two young lovers should do, rendering the verb “wandered” into more
of a scripted action than its colloquial definition implies. The sense of a performative social
instinct that Wharton builds into these words underscores the importance of a behavior appearing
to be more “natural,” or, rather, admissible in the conservatory of an otherwise strict,
late-Victorian-era household.57 Wharton also takes advantage of this moment to highlight
Archer’s initial admiration for the mores of his societal order, showing his pervading attitude in
loving May for saying the socially correct thing at all times: “Evidently she was always going to
understand; she was always going to say the right thing. The discovery made the cup of his bliss
57 The Beauforts themselves may not be strict, given Julius’s affair, but the larger Society certainly is.
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overflow…” (Wharton 725). Of course, the “right thing” is not whatever might be in May’s heart
but rather what Society dictates her to say.
Additionally, Wharton re-emphasizes the importance of viewership in conservatories
when Archer steals a kiss behind the “tall screen of tree-ferns and camellias,” underscoring a set
of ideals that validated such scripted displays of affection as long as they were made within a
conservatory. This idea is echoed by Mary Woods and Arete Warren in Glass Houses: A History
of Greenhouses, Orangeries and Conservatories (1988) when they describe how “the very
lushness of the vegetation, the dimness of the shadows, the warm heavy-scented air, and the
twisting, turning paths” made conservatory spaces “ideal for romance.” Woods and Warren go on
to show that conservatories were also unique in their ability to provide a place for romance that
was both “ideal” and socially appropriate: “proposals of marriage – and perhaps others too –
were thought appropriately made in the conservatory, a sensuous haven in the strict Victorian
household” (Woods & Warren 165). Therefore, the fact that Archer consciously takes advantage
of the unique social admissibility of romance in the glasshouse shows how even this seemingly
spontaneous action is also carefully premeditated, as Archer plans out his route of attack to plant
his kiss and then move to a more public space in order to be viewed:
As he spoke he took a swift glance about the conservatory, assured himself of their
momentary privacy, and catching her to him laid a fugitive pressure on her lips. To
counteract the audacity of this proceeding he led her to a bamboo sofa in a less secluded
part of the conservatory, and sitting down beside her broke a lily-of-the-valley from her
bouquet. She sat silent, and the world lay like a sunlit valley at their feet. (Wharton 725)
The marked lack of fantasy in this scene that is replete with language that suggests Archer’s
prudent planning of his daring move in words and phrases like “swift glance,” “assured,” and
“audacity of...proceeding,” speaks to the essence of “oasis-thinking” in 1870s America. The
conservatory was a designated haven. However, as was typical of conceptions of upper-class
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nature during this period, it covered an immense amount of social baggage with its shady depths.
Society’s designation of the conservatory as being “ideal for romance” meant that young lovers
were encouraged to make their amorous advances to one another under its cover, thus shielding
the rest of the household from this otherwise aversive behavior. Such “behavior” could include
anything from holding hands to hugging and kissing to, as Woods and Warren imply, more overt
sexual deeds. That being said, the conservatory still required a degree of decorum that is
exemplified by the way that Archer feels the need to choreograph such a nuanced set of
movements to make his kiss possible. Despite the fact that the conservatory was a place where
one’s ability to view was obscured, making it a uniquely “sensuous haven” within the Victorian
household, the cover that was offered by this semi-private space was actually quite scant. After
only a stolen second of “fugitive pressure” on May’s lips, Archer recalls his responsibility to the
edicts of Taste, leading “her to...a less secluded part of the conservatory” where he can touch her
flowers and swiftly re-enter what Wharton describes as the “hieroglyphic world” of New York
Society, “where the real thing was never said or done or even thought, but only represented by a
set of arbitrary signs…” (AI 740). Such “arbitrary signs” were on full display in the lush
darkness of the conservatory, as amorous young lovers were allowed to steal “natural” moments
before returning to the watchful eyes of the very socialites who designed them to be so.
This kind of scene is central to Archer and May’s relationship, for it illuminates the
distinct lack of passion inherent in the spatially administered expectations of strict New York
Society. Wharton uses strategic vocabulary to emphasize the dispassionate nature of Archer and
May’s conservatory kiss, describing it as a “fugitive pressure” that Archer “lays” upon his
fiancée after looking around guiltily, almost as if he were about to commit a crime. This moment
is not an embodiment of the flourishing emotions of young lovers, but rather a practiced rite that
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Archer and May mutually understand as being socially ordained due to their spatial awareness of
the conservatory. This elevated awareness of the social rules of a conservatory is exactly what
Lily and Selden lack in their own conservatory scene. However, their actions are not exactly
what one would call passionate either, as their short-lived kiss and awkwardly choreographed
movements seem to echo those of Archer and May. For this reason, even though Archer and May
possess better social grooming and, therefore, a more complete knowledge of how to act in
upper-class “nature,” it is clear that Wharton uses her respective conservatory scenes to convey
that the spatial expectations present in this version of “nature” preclude emotional expression.
She represents the consequences brought about by the construction of such value-laden “natural”
spaces in the awkwardness of her couples’s interactions. Archer and May relinquish the ability to
express any kind of passion toward one another in their focus on following such a nuanced set of
social rules.58 Lily and Selden seem to be confused by their natural moments of escape,
fluctuating between romantic epithets and distant sarcasm, neither of which could be considered
passionate.59 These are but a few examples of how Wharton uses scenes set in constructed nature
to reflect the conflict and human dynamics of her most famous narratives.
The Riviera
In book two of The House of Mirth, Lily’s interaction with Selden amidst the French Riviera’s
garish stone courtyards and legions of flowers redoubles the novel’s sense of Lily’s utter inability
to escape due to Wharton’s noticeable omission of natural detail. While traveling with Bertha
Dorset, George Dorset, and Ned Silverton aboard the Dorset’s yacht, Lily traipses around the
59 The couple expresses a combination of both romance and sarcasm at the end of the Bellomont walk: “‘Do you
want to marry me?’ she asked. He broke into a laugh. ‘No, I don’t want to – but perhaps I should if you did!’”
(Wharton 74).
58 This reality becomes particularly disturbing when Wharton emphasizes that even upper-class procreation is a
scripted act. Wharton conveys this realization through Archer getting May pregnant despite his obvious love for
another woman, Ellen Olenska: “‘For you see, Newland, I’ve been sure since this morning of something I’ve been
so longing and hoping for’...she sank down, all dew and roses, and hid her face against his knee” (AI 966).
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Riviera and lives her posh lifestyle on someone else’s dime. During this interlude, social
counselor Carry Fisher recounts how Lily once courted royalty, only to put her suitor – this time
an “Italian prince, rich and the real thing” (Wharton 189) – off right at the last moment yet again.
This additional failure in Lily’s series of almost-marriages prompts Fisher to exclaim: “‘that’s
Lily all over, you know: she works like a slave preparing the ground and sowing her seed; but the
day she ought to be reaping the harvest she oversleeps herself or goes off on a picnic’” (Wharton
189). It is significant that, even when Wharton seems to be dealing with social minutiae that has
nothing to do with gardens, she goes out of her way to describe Lily within a vocabulary of
plants. This pattern of word choice makes Wharton’s noticeable lack of description surrounding
the Riviera’s flora all the more troubling.
This Mediterranean region plays host to some of the world’s most stunning flowering
plants and trees. Even a cursory glance at Henry L. de Vilmorin’s Flowers of the French Riviera
(1893) reveals the panoply of cultivars that would have been blossoming around Lily and her
fellow New Yorkers on vacation. Behind balconies of shimmering, light-colored stone would
have grown palm trees and small acacias and eucalyptus, the latter two forming their rich dark
green canopies just above the start of a kaleidoscopic line of flowers. It would jut out into
walkways and onto terraces, into the hush of gardens and underneath bridges, eventually
stretching as close as it could to the seaside. In this colorful array, Lily and her friends would
have seen roses and marguerites of all kinds, in addition to flowering herbaceous plants like
pinks, bulbs, mignonettes, and violets. These are but a few of the decorative varieties that have
the ability to grow in this sub-tropical climate. So, why is Lily and Selden’s scene at the Riviera
the only one in which Wharton leaves out any hint of natural scenery?
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To answer this question, we must interpret Wharton’s realistic design of Lily’s fate in
concert with her choice of natural description. In “The Conspicuous Wasting of Lily Bart,” Ruth
Bernard Yeazell uses the concept of conspicuous consumption developed by Thorstein Veblen in
The Theory of the Leisure Class (1899) to read the way that members of Society leverage
immense power from the act of sacrificing Lily for their own personal gain. Yeazell’s thesis is
that, as a product of a society in which the most foolproof way to prove wealth was to waste the
most precious goods, Lily is cast out of her friends’s circles in a deliberate attempt to “waste” her
and, thus, provide an opportunity for them to show how rich they are. Yeazell sums up this idea
when she states that, “like Veblen, Wharton represents a world in which people acquire and
maintain status by openly displaying how much they can afford to waste” (Yeazell 17). In fact,
Yeazell says, “for Wharton...the study of the leisure class is above all a study of waste” (Yeazell
16-17). Additionally, high-class waste was in a period of significant evolution at the turn of the
century as the Veblen-defined leisure class culture of conspicuous consumption in New York
dovetailed with a trend toward mass publicity. Yeazell’s scholarship shows us that, for Lily as an
aging bachelorette, this intersection brought about a precarious balancing act whose stakes were
immensely high. The way that material culture and consumerism were developing alongside
publicity in New York meant that the moment a woman like Lily, for whatever reason, became
more trouble than she was worth, she would be cast out of Society as a sign of the affluence of
those doing the casting. In Veblen’s words, even if “the chief ornament” of a particular “master”
was doing her best to “perform” conspicuous leisure, she might still be cast out, wasted, and
consumed solely as an indication of the “master’s” power. 
The way that Yeazell fleshes out her initial argument connects her line of scholarship to
escapist tendencies in Wharton’s conception of nature by emphasizing the immense artificiality
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of Lily’s world. Yeazell breaches this subject in her article by introducing the paradox inherent in
Wharton’s portrayal of “reality” having to be so artificial in order to create an accurate portrait of
New York Society. She claims that, “like so many novelists, Wharton professes to give us not
fiction but ‘real life’ – and with the further paradox that reality in The House of Mirth is highly
artificial. The brutal truth she emphasizes is that Lily lives in a world of stage sets and mirrors,
where even false stories can kill” (Yeazell 36). Yeazell follows this rich description of the novel’s
artificiality with a sentence that ties this study to hers. For, if “consciousness in The House of
Mirth primarily defines itself by negating the world of appearances” (Yeazell 37), then, in order
to gain a true understanding of the world, characters will need to escape from “the world of
appearances” that is most clearly demonstrated by Wharton’s portrayal of natural spaces. In light
of this insight, it is ironic that Lily seeks out these spaces to enact her fantasies of escape and
develop the very “consciousness” of which Yeazell speaks. Both Lily and “nature,” in this case,
exist in the eyes of the rich only for their abilities to “perform” wealth, and such garish
performance was commonplace amidst the polychromatic pleasure grounds of Monte Carlo.
Thus, when the novel’s setting moves from New York to the temperate climate of the
Riviera, a familiar brand of ostracism exercised by the brutal socialite, Bertha Dorset, cements
Lily’s hopelessness amidst unmentioned flowers.60 This episode starts out in a “thronged
restaurant” (Wharton 215), whose claustrophobia is emphasized by the way that Wharton
describes the waiters serving “a labyrinth of courses” (Wharton 216). Such a descriptor signals
Lily’s impending fate as Bertha’s social sacrifice. Sure enough, at the end of the meal, the latter
steps up to proclaim, publicly, that Lily is not allowed back on her yacht, falsely implying that
Lily was having an affair with her husband in order to distract from her own liaison with a
60 The notable lack of flowers within Wharton’s narrative frame in the Riviera correlates with Lily’s dawning
realization of her impending doom.
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younger man. It turns out that this was the only reason that Lily was invited to Monte Carlo in
the first place, eventually fulfilling her role as a pawn in a larger social game. She flees the
restaurant in disgrace, and Selden follows her. By Wharton’s precedent, there’s only one logical
place that the pair could go: “Lily and Selden moved toward the deserted gardens below the
restaurant...till the deeper shade of the gardens received them” (Wharton 219). The reason that I
attribute the word “logical” to this development in the plot is because Wharton consistently uses
natural settings throughout The House of Mirth to distill and reflect the novel’s conflict.
Keeping this trend in mind, it is here that we must return to the crux of what makes the
Riviera’s garden scene so unique when juxtaposed with its antecedents;61 in this scene, there is
absolutely no description of any form of nature whatsoever. Wharton exercises such purposeful
restraint throughout her description of this garden in order to demonstrate, finally, that Lily’s
options for escape have run out. Lily does not seek out beautiful flowers anymore, and her
newfound lack of interest after Bertha’s betrayal is reflected in the apathy of the novel’s
omniscient narrator. In fact, the only description of any kind of surrounding environment to be
had in this scene is found in “the electric lamp at the bend of the path” that “shed a gleam upon
the struggling misery of [Lily’s] face” (Wharton 219). Here, Wharton is extremely explicit with
her description. Lily no longer believes that she can escape, so she does not have any desire to
look at the flowers found within “the deeper shade of the gardens.” Wharton further highlights
the significance of this omission by replacing her usual flower imagery with a phallic lamp that
only serves to illuminate the hopelessness written all over Lily’s changed countenance.
Following suit, Selden immediately directs the content of he and Lily’s conversation to practical
details. In his attempt to salvage what’s left of Lily’s flagging social currency, Selden also
61 These “antecedent” scenes of nature are the Bellomont walk, Lily’s tableau vivant, and the conservatory scene.
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ignores the nature that the couple once cherished, effacing their presumably lush surroundings in
favor of developing a plan for her to make it back to the City.
Wharton emphasizes the newfound imbalance within Lily and Selden’s relationship by
making Selden seem much more demanding in this scene, indicating the triumph of patriarchal
whims in the face of Lily’s despondence. Lily can only make it through a few halfhearted
phrases before Selden practically forces her to go to her stuffy cousin Jack Stepney’s hotel,
where she is allowed to stay for the night as long as she “‘leaves tomorrow by the early train’”
(Wharton 221) as part of the gentlemen's agreement between Selden and Stepney. This jump
from garden, to enclosed hotel, to the even more stark isolation of an early morning train ride is
both precipitous and telling. It is telling because, unlike the previous progression of garden
scenes, Lily has no say in any of her movements between boundaries throughout the entire scope
of this episode. First, she is exiled from the crowded dining room by Bertha, then led by Selden
to the garden, then forced into staying at Stepney’s hotel before being loaded upon a discreet
train. In this moment, Lily’s “sense of being swept like a stray uprooted growth” (Wharton 321)
could be no stronger, as she’s forced into smaller and smaller spaces by the whims of the men
who own them. Without any hope of escaping into more liberating natural climes, Lily gives in
to her hopelessness, choosing not to seek out the flowers that once brought her solace.
Walking for Dahlias
“It’s more real to me here than if I went up,” he suddenly heard himself say; and the fear
lest that shadow of reality should lose its edge kept him rooted to his seat as the minutes
succeeded each other. (AI 980)62
In these words, one can almost imagine Wharton herself, “rooted to her seat,” pondering their
creation. Actually, she was more likely propped up in her bed, surrounded by the little dogs she
62 This quote represents Archer’s conclusion outside of Ellen Olenska’s Parisian apartment at the end of The Age of
Innocence, after Wharton has skipped ahead almost thirty years to the turn of the century to set up her final chapter.
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loved, just about ready to begin her gardening work for the day at Ste. Claire in the South of
France. When she bought the home after World War I, Wharton wrote a letter to her good friend
Bernard Berenson, in which she personifies the house in a happy, yet heartbreaking metaphor. As
Hermione Lee describes, “she took [Ste. Claire] on with the feelings of a lover. ‘I feel as if I were
going to get married – to the right man at last’” (Lee 547). Wharton’s union with her beloved
house and garden paralleled the way that she propelled elements of the version of “nature” that
she knew to immense symbolic importance in her novels. Yet, at the same time, the sense of
“garden-magic” in Wharton’s fiction is so understated that you could miss it if you turn the page
too fast. She is able to incorporate it so seamlessly into the worldviews of her most ambitious
dreamers because that was how she dreamed. She lived and breathed a love of flowers, and they
helped her connect, joyfully, to a world that, from her perspective, often felt isolating and
desolate. The power of flowers in Wharton’s life and, thus, the reason why they took on such
subtle importance in her novels, is illustrated best by an episode that occurred only months
before she died.
In The Planter of Modern Life (2020), Stephen Heyman recounts how one of Wharton’s
author friends and fellow gardeners, Louis Bromfield, took Wharton to visit “a flower breeder
named Hureau who ran a nursery in a neighboring village where he grew the most exquisite
dahlias” (Heyman 110). When Wharton first met Hureau, after driving northwest from
Bromfield’s home in Senlis to the nearby village of Aumont, she regarded him suspiciously.
After all, Bromfield did remember him as a “strange, wild character,” a Communist “in a
primitive, fundamental fashion” who was always followed by his old hunting dog (Heyman 112).
Indeed, Hureau seemed to be Edith Wharton’s opposite in all ways but one. However, it didn’t
take long for that one great and common love, their shared fascination with flowers, to take hold.
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Heyman continues: “While they spoke, Bromfield witnessed something ‘wonderful’ develop
between Wharton, the famous ‘friend of Henry James, who dined in the most beautiful homes in
the world,’ and this ‘half-wild...peasant.’ They became ‘like brother and sister,’ laughing and
trading jokes” (Heyman 112).
Wharton’s connection to flowers and her fellow flower-lovers, like Hureau, blossomed
out of a life that was, in many ways, devastating, one that certainly could have crushed someone
without Wharton’s imaginative capabilities. Lee’s most powerful meditation on Wharton’s
outlook on life and writing reads as follows: “there is no other world, no escape, no exit point to
the Happy Isles. There is only what you make of the life you have…” (Lee 360). What Wharton
made of her life is best expressed, I think, in one final look at how Bromfield would
“always...remember her” during the last day they ever spent together:
...dressed in the dignified old-fashioned clothes made for her by the little dress-maker in
Hyères, moving among the glorious dahlias...She walked slowly, savouring the beauty of
each flower, her parasol held high so that she should not bruise one fragile petal, my
friend Hureau’s old hunting dog sniffing in a friendly way at her heels. (Heyman 112)
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